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Estimated Crop and Livestock Production Costs 
Nebraska -- 1980 
Edited by Larry L. Bitney, Extension Economist 
Introduction 
The crop and livestock budgets in this publication are intended for use by 
farmers, lenders, and farm advisors in formulating and evaluating production and 
financial plans for 1980. These budgets were prepared in the fall of 1979, 
using estimates of input costs which are most likely to occur in 1980. Due 
to many uncertainties, especially relating to energy costs, the actual costs 
which will be incurred by producers in 1980 may differ from these estimates. 
For this reason, the budgets are presented in a detailed format so that the 
user may adjust the cost of individual items for general price changes or to 
refle-ct price variations between locations. The prices of selected input items 
used in preparing these budgets are presented on page iv. 
The 1980 crop budgets reflect the most dramatic year-to-year increase in 
production costs since we began publishing this series in 1975. For example, 
corn production costs are projected to be 15-20% higher in 1980 than they were 
in 1979. This is about equal to the total increase realized over the previous 
four year period (1975-79). Simple averages of total corn production costs 
shown in this publication are $2.66/bu. for irrigated corn and $2.63/bu. for 
non-irrigated corn. 
Production costs and cash flows realized by individual producers may vary 
considerably from those shown in this publication. A highly leveraged producer 
who has recently purchased his land will likely have cash flow requirements 
greater than the costs shown here. An established producer in a favorable 
equity position will likely have cash flow requirements less than the costs 
shown here. There are a host of other factors which also cause farm-to-farm 
variation in production costs such as weather, soil type, varieties of seed, 
amount of fertilizer, machinery use, and level of management. Farm record 
studies often show over 50% variation in production costs of a single commodity 
within a county. 
Authors 
The crop enterprise budgets were prepared for each area of the state by 
the District Extension Specialists (Farm Management) as follows: Panhandle--
Robert E. J. Retzlaff, Panhandle Station; Southwest and North--Robert E. Perry, 
North Platte Station; Central--Paul E. Miller, South Central Station; and 
Northeast, East, and Southeast--Douglas D. Duey, Southeast Extension Headquarters. 
Irrigation investment and energy cost data were gathered by Leslie F. Sheffield, 
Extension Economist (Farm Hanagement). Irrigation costs were calculated with 
the aid of the AGNET "Pump" computer program. Machinery cost data were assembled 
by Douglas Duey with the aid of the other District Specialists. 
The livestock enterprise budgets were developed generally on a statewide 
basis as follows: Dairy--Douglas D. Duey with the aid of Don J. Kubik, District 
Extension Specialist (Dairy), Northeast Station; Sheep--Lynn H. Lutgen, Extension 
Economist (Marketing); Swine--Larry L. Bitney; Beef cows and other range-area 
beef enterprises--Robert E. Perry; and Beef feeding--Larry L. Bitney. 
i 
Budgeting Procedure -- Crops 
The crop budgets in this publication were developed with the aid of a computer-
ized crop budgeting program (CROPBUDGET), which is available on the agricultural 
computer network (AGNET). This program automates many of the tedious calculations 
which are required in preparing crop budgets. 
A benchmark, or "typical", farm unit was selected for each area for which 
budgets were prepared. Each benchmark farm represents the farming or ranching 
operation of an "above average" operator in the area. The selection of a bench-
mark farm directly affects the production costs shown in the crop enterprise 
budgets. The relative level of management is reflected in the cultural practices 
employed, fertilization rates, and expected yields. The inventory of machinery, 
the size of each machine, and the amount each machine is used annually determine 
the fixed machinery cost per acre. Thus, the size of the farm, the cropping plan, 
and the machinery inventory are important determinants of crop production costs. 
A description of the benchmark farm and the machinery inventory precedes the crop 
budgets for each area in this publication. 
Current prices for the machinery used on each benchmark farm were collected 
from selected dealers. Costing factors, based largely on information in the Ag. 
Engineer's Yearbook were applied to determine repair rates, annual fixed costs, 
and accomplishment rates. Fuel consumption factors were based on Nebraska 
tractor test data. The costing factors and fuel consumption rates are stored in 
the CROPBUDGET program. 
Irrigation costs were calculated using current prices of irrigation equip-
ment, engineering performance standards, and typical water application rates. 
A detailed description of the irrigation costs are presented in Appendix I in 
the back of this publication. 
Tillage practices, plant population, yields, custom operations, and other 
practices which are typical in the area of the benchmark farm were selected, 
based on farm record data, workshops with growers, consultation with Extension 
specialists in other disciplines, and the judgment of the farm management 
specialist. 
Yields shown in the budgets are estimates of those which an above average 
producer might average over several years, including years of low yields due to 
drouth, hail, insect damage, etc. Consequently, no allowance was made for the 
expense of crop insurance, or the income from crop insurance proceeds. 
Labor requirements were calculated from machinery accomplishment rates, with 
an additional 20% added on for "non-field" time required for crop production, 
such as getting machinery ready, driving to and from fields, hauling fertilizer, 
buying seed, chemicals, and other supplies. 
Interest on operating expenses was charged at 11% for the portion of the 
year that cash was tied up. 
Estimated land values as of August, 1979, were used as a basis for the land 
charge. Since irrigation development costs are charged as part of the fixed 
machinery costs, the value shown for irrigated land reflects the price of non-
irrigated land with irrigation potential. Taxes were estimated at 1% of land 
value. Interest was charged at 6% of land value. 
ii 
Farm overhead expenses were estimated to be 5% of other cash expenses based 
, on past studies of farm records. Overhead expenses include items which are 
normally not allocated to individual farm enterprises, yet which are necessary 
to keep an ongoing business running. These include pickup expense, farm share 
of car expense, farm publications, unallocated farm utilities, cost of attending 
farm meetings, income tax preparation expense, etc. 
Management charges were estimated on a per unit of production basis. These 
approximate what a hired manager may receive, and what the farm operator should 
receive for his management efforts. 
Overhead and management charges are included so that the total production 
cost will reflect a charge for all inputs used in the production process. For 
a farmer's "internal management" they need not be considered. Historically, 
fa.rm production cost budgets have not typically included these two items. But, 
with the recent interest by non-farm individuals and groups in farm production 
costs, we feel that they should definitely be included in a figure which is 
called total cost. 
A Note on Land Charges 
If the crop budgets in this publication are used in evaluating the equity 
of crop-share leases using the returns-based on contributions approach, the land 
charge will need to be adjusted in most cases. The land charge, which is 
calculated as 7% of land value, may be overstated for leasing purposes. There 
are two components of current land values--annual earnings and appreciation or 
capital gains. The landlord's contribution to a crop-share leasing arrangement 
should be based on the portion of land value attributable to annual earnings 
only. This may be hard to determine, however. An alternative approach would 
be to use the current market value, but a lower interest rate, such as 4%, which 
is approximately the long term average return to investments in farm real estate. 
As noted earlier, the land charge on pump irrigated land is based on equivalent 
non-irrigated land with irrigation potential. The irrigation development cost 
is included in the fixed irrigation cost. 
Budgeting Procedure -- Livestock 
The cost data presented in the livestock budgets are based on reviews of 
farm record summaries, interaction with producers in workshops, consultation with 
producers, consultation with specialists in other disciplines, and on the 
specialists' judgment and experience. 
Input costs were used which were expected to prevail for 1980. Thsse costs, 
particularly feed and feeder livestock, change rapidly. To accommodate these 
fluctuating prices, these budgets are presented in enough detail so that the user 
may adjust individual cost items to fit his current situation. As in the case 
of the crop budgets, overhead and management charges are included so that the 
total production cost will reflect a charge for all inputs used in the production 
process. 
iii 
Prices Used for 1980 Crop & Livestock Budgets 
(Estimated in September, 1979) 
Fertilizer N-(Anhydrous Ammonia) 












Corn Borer-material only 






-Western bean cutworm & 
armyworm 
Corn & Sorghum pre-emergence 
Soybean pre-emergence 

















Interest on Operating Capital 
Labor 
Feed** 
* 30 inch rows 
Machinery Operators 
Other Farm Labor 




Alfalfa Hay (baled) 








































95¢/gal (without tax) 
43¢/gal (without tax) 
95¢/gal (without tax) 














**Expected prices to be paid by livestock producers during 1980. 
iv 
A-1 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DITCH IRRIGATED BENCHMARK FARM, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
This farm is intended to be representative of farming units located in 
the North Platte Valley and irrigating with water from irrigation project 
ditches. The cropland acreage of the farm and the typical acreages of major 
crops are shown. 
"Typical" Farm Acreage 
Acres of cropland 240 
Acres of dry edible beans 60 
Acres of sugar beets 60 
Acres of corn 60 
Acres of alfalfa 40 
Machinery Inventory List Price 
Tractor 110 hp 















6 row 22" 
6 row 22" 
6 row 22" 
4 row 22" 
4 row 22" Bean windrower 
*Combine with pickup 
*Beet defoliator 
attachment & corn hd 
6 row 22" 
*Beet puller with tank 
*Forage harvester 
3 Trucks with beet box 
(1 new, 
1 - 8 years old, 
1 - 12 years old) 
Pickup 
*Baler 
3 row 22" 
3 row 30" 
& side hoist 























*These machines are used on some additional acres for custom work. 
A-2 
ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE , NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
SUGAR BEETS, DITCH IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS Cr-\OP 
220.0 
60.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 




JOB (iCRES / 
HOUR 
INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 7.47 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.36 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
NITROGEN <LBS, N ) 100.00 12.00 
RENT APPLICATOR 1.00 0.50 
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.73 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
P205 PHOSPHORUS 100.00 25.00 
RENT SPREADER 1.00 0.50 
NEMATICIDE 13.00 67 .60 
APPLY NEMo~TICIDE 1.00 6.50 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 2 .29 
ROLLER OR PACKER 6.18 
ROLLER OR PACKER 6.18 
PLANTER <FERT,,HERB,,ETC) 3.20 
SEED 2 .00 15 .70 
HERBICIDE 7 .00 4.90 
THIN LABOR 1.00 32.00 
WEED LABOR 1ST 1.00 18.00 
WEED LABOR 2ND 1. 00 15.00 
WEED LABOR 3RD :L.oo 14.00 
WATER TAX :L.oo 12.50 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR* 3.27 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR* 4.00 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR* 4.00 
TOPPER 3.32 
HARVESTER 2.00 
SPRAYER <CUSTOM OF' •) 
POWDERY MILDEW 1.00 7.50 
POWDERY MILDEW 1.00 7.50 
IRRIGATION 0.25 
TRUCK ALLOWANCE 0.92 I 




VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0% X 0.7 YRS,) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
8.1 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1800 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1800 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT, 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
CS 2. 00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
















239 . 20 
55.71 













































ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
DRY EDIBLE BEANS, DITCH IRRIGATED 
CF:OPLAND ACRES 
ACI:;:Es THIS CROP 
220.0 
60.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 
ROLLER OR PACKER 
SPRAYER 
HERBICIDE BRDCST 














ROTARY HOE 9.27 
ROW CROP CULTIVATO~ 3.27 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOF\'* 3. 50 











VARIABLE · MACHINERY COSTS 








<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0% X 0.7 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 7.4 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1800 VALUE/ACRE X 1%> 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1800 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 1.25 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1.85 3.41 5.26 
5.14 6.11 11.26 
1.34 2.54 3.87 
0.64 1.17 1.81 
8.75 
1.07 2.73 3.79 







0.84 '") C"'") .:...+.JA- 3.36 
2.42 3.04 5.46 
2.28 2.88 5.16 
1.95 2.47 4.42 
3.77 7.28 11.o::; 
4.07 8.12 12.19 
3.59 10.15 13.75 
0.75 1.65 2.40 



















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
CORN FOR GRAIN, DITCH IRRIGATED 
CF:OPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
220.0 
60.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 




NITROGEN <LBS, N> 
BROADCAST SPREADER 
<MACH I NE I:;:ENTED, 
PHOS <LBS. P205) 
ZINC SULFATE LBS. 
TANDEM DISC 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 
ROLLER OR PACKER 
PLANTER <FERT.~HERB,,ETC> 





ROW CROP CULTIVATOR* 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR* 
COMBINE,CORN HEAD 
IRRIGATION 
T I:;:UCK ALLOWANCE 


















VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 








<TOT, VARIABLE COSTS X11,0 Z X 0,7 YRS,) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
5.1 HRS X$ 5,00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1800 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1800 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 






























0.75 1.65 2.40 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACREr NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
CORN SILAGE, DITCH IRRIGATED 
CROF'L.i~ND ACRES 
ACF:ES THIS CROP 
220.0 
60.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
---------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
TAN DEM DISC ?.93 
i~NHYDROUS I~PPL I Ctl TOR t>. 36 
(MACHINE RENTEDr TRACTOR OWNED> 
NIHWG EN <LBS. N) 
BROI~DCAST SPREADER 15.2? 
(MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
PHOS < P:w:7i > 
ZINC SULFATE I...BS. 
TANDEM DISC 7.93 
MOLDBOARD Pl... OW 2 .29 
ROL..I...EF\ OR PACKER 6 .18 
PLANTER <FERT.rHERB.rETC> 4.73 




FWTARY HOE 9 .2? 
ROW CFWP CULTIVATOR* 4.T7 
F:OW CROP CULTIVATOR* l.l3 
FOF:AGE CHOPPER 1 ."77 
I RR I GA TI ON 0.40 
TRUCK AND PACK 0.50 
*Or ditching operation 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
200.00 24.00 






<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 X X 0.7 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 6.8 HRS X S 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1800 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1800 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL. COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
<S 0 . 60 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1. 79 3.35 5.14 
1.29 1.06 2.35 
24.00 
0.43 0.52 0.95 
15.00 
4.50 
1.?9 3.35 5.14 
5.14 6.11 :L1. 26 
1.34 2.54 3.87 





0.84 2.52 :3.36 
1.79 2.27 4.06 
1.26 1.64 2.90 
8.04 14.05 22.09 
0.75 1.65 2.40 



















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
ESTABLISHMENT ALFALFA WITH OATS, DITCH IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
220.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACR E 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VA RIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
MOLDBOA RD PLOW 2 .29 5.14 6.11 11. 26 
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.73 0.39 0.47 0.86 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED) 
PHOS <LBS . P205> 50.00 12. 5 0 12 . 50 
RENT SPREADER 1.00 0.50 0. 5 0 
ROLLER OR PACKER 6.18 1.34 2.54 3 . 87 
ROLLER OR PACKER 6.18 1 .34 2.54 3.87 
GRAIN DRILL 4.65 1 . 40 1. 70 3. 11 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED) 
ALFALFA SEED 10 . 00 25.00 25 .uu 
OATS 0.50 1.00 1.0u 
RENT ON DRILL 1.00 3.00 3.uu 
SELF - PROPELLED WINDROWER 5. 2 4 2. 73 ~ ~~ J•'~ /,95 
FORAGE CHOPPER 1. 77 7. 74 14.05 2 1.79 
SELF- PROPELLED WINDROWER 6.79 2. 44 5 . 05 7 .49 
BALER , R~GULAR 6.36 2 .05 4.47 6.52 
lWINE 1.00 0.90 0.90 
HAUL & STACK 1.00 6.35 6 .35 
WATER fAX 1.00 12. 5 0 12 .50 
IRRIGATION 0.50 0.75 1.65 2 .40 





VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EX PENSE 
<TOT, VARIABLE COSTS X11 . 0 % X 0.7 YRS,) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 5.1 HRS X$ 5 . 00 / HR X 1 . 2 <OVERH EAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND C$1800 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND C$1800 VALUE/ACRE X 6%> 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT, 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YI ELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACR E 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 




97 . 77 
30.57 






4. 8 9 
7.00 




ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
ALFALFA HAY, DITCH IRRIGATED 
Cr-<OF'LAND ACRES 
ACF~ES TI·HS CJ:::OP 
220.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 




INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
BROADCAST SPF~EADEF: 14 . 64 
<MACHINE J:::ENTED, TRACTOR mmED> 
PI·HJS <P205) 
F.:nn SPF:EADER 
SELF-PI~:OPELLED WINDRmJE~( 4.91 
BALER, I~:EGLJLAR 5.45 
TWINE 
HAUL AND STACK 
SELF- PROPELLED WINDJ:;:OWER 5.18 
BALEF~, F:EGUL.AR 5.45 
TWINE 
HAUL AND STACK 
SELF- PROPELLED WINDROWER 5.82 
BALER,REGULAR 5.82 
TWINE 





VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 










<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 X X 0.7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
U~BOR 
DIF:ECT LABOF\ 
( 3.7 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
SHARE OF SEEDING COSTS 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1800 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1800 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
<S 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
0 . 45 0.54 0.99 
12.50 
0,50 
2.81 5.27 8.08 
2.34 4.65 6.99 .., -.., 
.:...~ .... 
15.00 
1. 73 5.23 6 . 96 
2.34 4.65 6.99 
1.63 
10.50 
1.70 5.14 6.85 























DESCRIPTION OF THE PUMP IRRIGATED BENCHMARK FARM, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
The enterprise budgets prepared for this farm assume center pivot irrigation. 
Some farms utilizing pump irrigation may use surface irrigation, however, Budgets 
for the irrigated crops only are presented on the following pages. Budgets for 
the dryland crops on this farm would be identical to those shown for the non-
irrigated farm. 
The machinery inventory includes equipment for dryland crops, and usuage of 
tractors and other machinery on dryland crops was considered when calculating 
machinery costs. 
Typical acreages for the farm and the major crops are shown below. Other 
crops, such as irrigated wheat, sunflowers, or potatoes may be substituted for 
the major crops on some farms. 








Acres of dry land wheat 125 
Acres of sugar beets 130 
Acres of corn 130 
Acres of beans 130 
Machinery Inventory 
150 hp tractor 
100 hp tractor 
75 hp tractor 
110 hp diesel combine 20' grain head, 
pickup, and 6 row 30" corn head 
Tandem disc 19' 
Moldboard plow 6-16" 
Roller packer 16' 
Sprayer 28' 
Planter 6 row 30" 
Rotary hoe 6 row 30" 
Cultivator 6 row 30" 
Defoliator 6 row 30" 
Puller 3 row 30" 
2 Trucks with beet boxes--tag axles 
or double axle 
Drill 24' 
Rodweeder 30' 
Field cultivator 18.5' 
Bean cutter 6 row 30" 






















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
A- 9 
SUGAR BEETS, CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED, ELECTRIC 38 PSI - 2d' 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS cr.;;op 
640.0 
133.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 10.77 1.54 2.83 4.36 
ANHYDFWUS APPLICATOF\ 12.73 0.80 0.72 1.52 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
NITROGEN <L.BS N) 100.00 12.00 12.00 
BFWADCAST SPREADEF< 15.00 0.44 0.53 0.96 
<MACHINE F<ENTED, TF:ACTDR OWNED) 
PHOS <L.BS P205) 100.00 25.00 25.00 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 4.33 2.86 3.18 6.04 
I:;: OLLER OR PACKEF: 8.24 1.24 1.98 3.22 
ROLLER OR PACKEF\ 8.24 1.24 1.98 3.22 
PLANTER <FERT.,HERB.,ETC) 5.32 2.!33 3.95 6.?8 
SEE D 2.00 15.70 15.?0 
HERBICIDE BAND "?.00 4.90 4.90 
THIN LABOR 1.00 32.00 32.00 
WEED LABOR 1ST 1.00 18.00 18.00 
WEED LABOR 2ND 1.00 15.00 15.00 
WEED LABOR 3RD 1.00 12.00 12.00 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.09 1.96 2.12 4.08 
1:;:ow CROP CUL. TIVATOR 6.14 1.68 1.85 3.53 
TOPPER 7.27 3.53 ?.67 11.21 
HARVESTER 3.10 7.97 22.33 30.29 
SPF<AYER <CUSTOM OP.) o.o o.o 
POWDEF:Y MILDEW 1.00 8.50 8.50 
IRF\IGATE 20 INCHES o.o 45.42 45.96 91.38 





VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT . VARIABLE COSTS X:L1.0 %X 0.7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 3.1 HRS X $ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
CS 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL. COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE~ NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
II 
DRY EDIBLE BEANS, CENTER PIVOT ELECTRIC 38 PSI - 10 
CROPLAND ACRES 
,~CRES THI!3 CROP 
640.0 
,130 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 
ROLLER OR PACKER 
SPRAYER 
HERBICIDE BRDCST 
ROLLER OR PACKER 
PLANTER CFERT,,HERB,,ETC> 
SEED 
PHOS <P205 LBS> 
NITF\OGEN ( LBS) 
HAND LABOR 
I:;;OTARY HOE 
' ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
























VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
3.50 8.75 
60.00 24.00 
45.00 :L1. 25 
10.00 2.50 
1.00 6.50 
<TOT, VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 Z X 0,7 YRS,) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DH\ECT LABOR 
< 2.0 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MAC~INERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT, 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 1.25 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE ' 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1.54 2.83 4.36 
2.86 3.18 6 . 04 
1.24 1.98 3.22 
0.47 0.80 1.27 
8.75 
1.24 1.98 3.22 
2.72 3.84 6.56 
24.00 
11 . 25 
2.50 
6.50 
0.93 1. 47 2.40 
1.96 2.12 4.08 
1.68 1.85 3.53 
1.98 4.50 6.47 
2.59 6.22 8.81 
6.23 22.71 28.94 
1.54 2.83 4.36 
29.31 45.96 75.27 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACREr NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
POTATOES, CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED, ELECTRIC, 38 PSI -- 18 " 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
640.0 
130.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 10.77 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 11.45 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
NITROGEN LBS N 150.00 18.00 
BROADCAST SPREADER 13.64 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
PHOS <LBS P205) 135.00 33.75 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 4.12 
ROLLER OR PACKER 8.24 
POTATO PLANTER 1.82 
CERT. SEED 17.00 127.50 
CUT AND TREAT 1.00 8.50 
FLOAT 6.55 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 6.14 
SPRAYER 12.73 
HERBICIDE 1.00 12.00 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 6.14 
WINDROWER 1.94 
HARVESTER 1. 70 
CHISEL 6.18 
SPRAYER <CUSTOM OF' •) 
3X BLIGHT SPRAY 3.00 24.00 
tJINE KILLER 1.00 10.00 
IRRIGATE 18 INCHES o.o 




VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 5.5 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.12 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1.54 2.83 4.36 
0.88 0.80 1.69 
18.00 
0.60 0.60 1.21 
33.75 
2.98 3.29 6.26 
1.24 1.98 3.22 
6.13 14.97 21.10 
127.50 
8.50 
1.44 2.08 3.52 
1.68 1.85 3.53 
0.67 0.92 1.59 
12.00 
1.68 1.85 3.53 
5.68 8.60 14.27 
9.02 18.00 27.03 




42.20 45.96 88.16 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
CORN FOR GRAIN, CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED ELECTRIC 38 PSI 18'' 
CFWPU)ND ACRES 
ACF:ES THIS CHOP 
640.0 
no.o 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 




JOB ACRES/ INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
HOUf-< AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 10.77 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 11.45 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
NITROGEN <LBS N> 150.00 18.00 
BROADCAST SPREADER 12.73 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED) 
PHOS ( L.BS F'20~)) 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 
TANDEM DISC 
ROLLER OR PACKER 
PLANTER <FERT.,HERB.,ETC) 




ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
ROW CROF' CULTIVATOR 
COMBINE,CORN HEAD 














VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 









<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0% X 0.7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.8 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
<S 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 



























0.93 1 . 47 2.40 
1.68 1.85 3.53 
1.47 1.64 3.11 
6.10 19.73 25.83 
42.80 45.96 88.76 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
WINTER WHEAT, CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATION, ELECTRIC 38 PSI - 10" 
CROF:LAND ACHES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
640.0 
130.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 






NITROGEN <LBS N> 
BROADCAST SPREADER 
<MACHINE RENTED, 
PHOS <LBS P205) 
SPRING TOOTH HARROW 




















VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 




<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.7 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 0.9 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.15 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
2.98 3.29 6.26 
1.54 2.83 4.36 
0.88 0.80 1.69 
10.80 
0.60 0.60 1.21 
15.00 
0.48 1.37 1.85 
0.48 1.37 1.85 
1.69 3.55 5.24 
9.00 
3.84 14.21 18.05 
29.31 45.96 75.27 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE ~ NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
.~LFALFA, CENTER PIVOT IRr\IGATED ELECTRIC 38 PSI 25" 
CROPLAND ACRES 
.~CRES THIS CROP 
640.0 
130.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
BROADCAST SPREADER 12.73 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
PHOS <LBS P205) 
SELF- PROPELLED WINDROWER 5.09 
BALER,REGULAR 5.09 
WIRE 
HAUL AND STACK 
SELF-PROPELLED WINDROWER 6.11 
BALER,REGULAR 6.11 
WH:E 
HAUL AND STACK 
SELF- PROPELLED WINDROWER 7.21 
BALER,REGULAR 6.85 
WIRE 
HAUL AND STACK 
IRRIGATE 25 INCHES 0.0 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 





1 .oo 11.40 
1.00 1. 72 
1.00 8.60 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 X X 0.7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
D IF:ECT I ... ABOF: 
( 1.1 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
SHARE OF SEEDING COSTS 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 600 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%> 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
0.48 0.53 1.01 
15.00 
2.90 5.67 8.58 
1.89 2.88 4.76 
2.84 
14.20 
2.68 5.53 8.21 




.... ..J ... 5.41 7.93 
1.50 2.54 4.04 
1. 72 
8.60 



















DESCRIPTION OF THE NON-IRRIGATED BENCHMARK FARM, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
This farm is intended to be representative of summer-fallow winter wheat 
farms in the Panhandle area. Although wheat is the major corp, millet, and/or 
sunflowers may be substituted for some of the wheat acreage on some farms. 
"Typical" Farm Acreage 
Acres of cropland 1600 
Acres of wheat 800 
Acres of fallow 800 
Acres of millet 150 
Acres of sunflowers 75 
Machinery Inventory 
180 hp 4 wd tractor 
130 hp 2 wd tractor 
Combine 20' with grain 












& pickup heads 
with harrow 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
WINTER WHEAT, STUBBLE MULCH FALLOW 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
1600.0 
800.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 


































VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 X X 0.7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 0.8 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 500 VALUE/ACRE X 1% X 2) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 500 VALUE/ACRE X 6% X 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.15 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
2) 
1.13 1.52 2.65 
1.49 1.84 3.34 
1.49 1.84 3.34 
0.86 0.85 1.71 
4.80 
0.61 0.61 1.23 
7.50 
0.91 1.28 2.18 
0.83 1.20 2.03 
1.60 3.01 4.61 
3.37 
2.80 9.24 12.04 
3.40 3.40 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACR E, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
WINTER WHEAT, BLACK FALLOW 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
1600.0 
800.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MOLDBOARD PLOW 10.2'0 
TANDEM DISC 16.50 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 20.68 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 11.45 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
NITROGEN <LBS. N> 
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.00 
<MACHINE RENTEDf TRACTOR OWNED> 
PHOS <LBS. P205) 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 20.68 
ROD WEEDER 18.18 
ROD WEEDER 19.39 
GRAIN DRILL 9.16 
CERT. SEED 
COMBINEr GRAIN HEAD 9.27 




VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 




<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0% X 0.7 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIF<ECT LABOR 
< 0.8 HRS X S 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 500 VALUE/ACRE X 1% X 2> 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 500 VALUE/ACRE X 6% X 2> 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
<S 0.15 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
2.27 3.51 5.77 
1.42 3.07 4.49 
0.93 1.42 2.36 
0.86 0.85 1. 71 
4.80 
0.61 0.61 1.23 
7 . 50 
0.93 1.42 2.36 
0.91 1.28 2.18 
0.86 1.23 2.09 
1.60 3.01 4.61 
3.37 
2.80 9.24 12.04 
3.40 3.40 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
WINTER WHEAT, ECOFALLOW - CHEMICAL AND TILLAGE COMBINATION 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
1600.0 
200.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
NOBLE BLADE 9.27 
BROADCAST SPREADER 15.00 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
46·-46-0 ( LBS, ) 70.00 17.50 
CHISEL 1:L. 33 
GRAIN DRILL 10.18 
CERT. SEED 0.75 3.37 















VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0% X 0 . 7 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 0.5 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 500 VALUE/ACRE X 1% X 2) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 500 VALUE/ACRE X 6% X 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.15 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
2) 
1 . 50 2.20 3 .70 
0.65 0.65 1 .~H 
17.50 
:t. 49 1.84 3.34 
1.49 2.90 4.39 
3.37 




1 1. 40 11.40 
3.40 3.40 

















A-19 ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
MILLET 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
1600.0 
150.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 10.20 
SPRING TOOTH HAF"\F\OW 20.40 
BROADCAST SPREADER 15.00 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED) 
NITROGEN (LBS. N) 
SPRING TOOTH HARROW 20.40 
GRAIN DRILL 10.18 
CERT. SEED 
COMBINE,PICKUP 6.14 
SELF--PROPELLED WINDROWER <CUSTOM 
TRUCK ALLOWANCE ?.50 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
OF' •) 
40.00 10.00 
1 ~5. 00 0.90 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 Z X 0.7 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 0.7 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 500 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 500 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.30 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
2.27 3.51 5. 7"7 
0.61 0.96 1.56 
0.65 0.65 1.31 
10.00 
0.61 0.96 1.56 
r.49 2.90 4.39 
0.90 
;3. 9 ;3 11.98 15.81 
6.50 6.50 


















DESCRIPTION OF THE SOUTHWEST NEBRASKA BENCHMARK FARM 
Data from the Northwest Kansas Farm Management Association 
were used in developing the Southwest Nebraska benchmark farm. 
farm management associations are usually above average managers 
above average acreages. 
19 76 Summary 
Members of 
and farm 
"Typical" acreages of individual crops as well as the total acreage of 
a typical farm in the area are shown. Not all of these crops are grown on 
every farm every year. Thus, the sum of the acreages of individual crops 
shown here exceeds the total acreage of the farm. 
The machinery inventory shown here is consistent with the crops and farm 
acreage described below. Machinery operations which are typically custom 












80 hp tractor 




"Typical" Acres of Irrigated Crops: 
110 hp diesel combine with 
















3/4 ton pickup 8,450 
Truck with 250 bu. grain box 18,500 




"Typical" Acres of 
Wheat 
Dry land Crops: 
14' flail stalk-shredder 
21' heavy duty tandem disk 









120 Grain sorghum 
Alfalfa 50 
Sorghum silage or hay 120 
"Typical" sizes for livestock 
Beef cows 100 
Sows farrowed (2x/yr) 26 
Dairy cows 50 
Beef feeders 120 
Swine feeders 240 
6-row 30" cultivator 
10-row sprayer with 500 gal. 
tank 
8" auger, 52' long 
10" drill, 24' wide 
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F';:; iJ ~'.) 
lfl J F: F:J.G,:\,TION 
hCJ l.J E [(,::11... E::; 
cr,::; H c o~; r:~; 
,::O I..J f,:C: H,.::,;:; FD .::NPl. lTS 
•::· •... , .... ,
· .. . 1 ~ ·:·· -~·:. 
:1 ~-.'.i ,. B 0 
() -:· BO 
VARIABLE hA CHINE~Y CUGfS 
INTERES T ON OPERATING EXPEN SE 
G ... (,. () (• () 
C• . - ~() 
4 0 ~- j) () :1. () ·:· 0 ( • 
CTOT, VARIABLE COSTS X:t t .O % X :1.0 YRS.) 
0 -:- () 
:3 :- .::! ~:.:· 
() ' 3 ·) 
._... ·. <';C• 
·_.? ·=· AO 
./ ., 4-i~ 
::•; ·. 4.:;:· 
~) -~ '-") ··> 
:1 o.) ·. ()() 
D·) , .J.\) 60.,:1 :.":\ 149.23 
6.30 :1 ,75 8 .05 
:t :t ,. :·:_;c, 
.1. :1 :1 ,. (:, ~:; 
:13. ~.=.=; ::_; 
TOTAL CAS H COST S :136.39 
1 .. (.1\':lOF:: 
D I f::EC T 1 .. (1I~OF~ 
/,8 HRS X $ 5.00 / HF: X :1 .2 COV ERHEAD>> 
TOTAL. CASH CO STS & LABOR 
SH~RE OF S[EDING COSTS 
FI XED cu;:;T:; 
F I XED MA CHJNERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 500 VAI... UE/ ACF:E X :1%) 
INTERFST ON LAND ($ 500 VAL UE/AC RF X 6 %l 
f DTAI.. FlXED CO S f S 
TOTAL COST , EXCEPf OVERHEAD AND MG f , 
OVER HEAD AND MANAGEhENT 
OVER HEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.2 5 X ESTIM AT ED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL. COST PER AC RE 
TO TAL COS T PER UN I T OF PR ODU CT I ON 
<BASED ON ESTIMA TED YIE LD> 
:1 / .0/ 
3 0 -~ 00 
:1. ;_:>' :3/ 
:l.~'.'i::\.4/ 
:1. 4-4 . "/.q 
:1. 9 . :1.? 
3 :1./ .... 40 
~:.: ; )' I/ :1 
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c F< n r:· L.. ,-::·,1 ,! :u , c :::: E :c, 
t, c:·F-: E~::: TH J S CF:;CJF' 
J An() ~:) 
:1.::) t_) -:- () 
F.\T' I·· 1..: .. 1 L.l ' 1 11·: , 1.1 <:·::: I· t·,, :. r;:l·. 
AN[MAL UN lTS OF GRAZING 
l ..:· ' ·' 
t .l , .. '·-·' 
r·· u ::.: c t·t ,:-~, ~:; E u 
(r[f:;r;::::;) / 
HD UF 
J NF' i J T ~:; 1-ir-,C:H J i·,JE: 1.·: Cl ;:)T ti 
( ,!'-1011(.1 'I 1 ... ',..-; I.I.IF: l.h~F;: .f n .. :: l.. L 1· I. <F fi i fY'f ,-:d .. 
Tr-:1NDE !··'i I.IJ ;:;c.. 
BROADCAST SPR EADER 
§pf::Et:·, UFF.: PEr··.J .. i 
·r ,~; 1·.1 :;)L 1·1 Dl i:: C 
SPIKE TOOTH HARROW 
SPI KE TOUTH HARROW 
F:U L.LEF~ OF: Pt; CI"< FF: 
Gl;.:t,I f>.l DF~ JLL 
GF:t: ~:;!:; DR I Li... F:FI·.;·r 
SEF CI r··i r / 
OF.:Y N :r r ;:::f !UEi·! 
4 Jt:.:F:I G, 
cr, ~: ; H co~::. r·::; 
PUh CH ASFD INP UT S 
:i. \) v {-) ~·:) 
B -: !:)0 
:1. () ,, b ,--) 
:1. -~-? ;: .. .<~ ~=-= ; 
:1. :::.:: ·i -4 ~= = .. 
VARIABLE MA CH JNER Y COSlq 
JNfERE ST ON OPERATING FXF'ENSE 
l .;,. i)() ~:_:j ~ ()() 
J u .:- () () .. -:, .. ~., ... ()() 
_: :.~ () ,, C• r_) _...~ .,. -·1 (: 
1. .0 HRS X $ 5.00 / HR X :1. .2 COVERHEAD)) 
:i. y ;:.·o ·, I,·-·, -·:.· ~- .I "}' 
() -:- ·_-.. s '-) -:- / ,;·:· 
::_:_~ -:- () 0 
:l ) ' -. UO 0 , .. () 
:'.'i ..  ') :1. 
TOT AL CASH COSTS & I..ABDR 92.76 
F J .:< ED C 0 ~3 T ::l 
FI XE D i"lt, C!·IlNEF:Y CD~:; r ;:; 
TAXES ON LAND ( t 0 VALUE /ACRE X :1.%) 
INTERE ST ON LAND ($ 0 VALU E/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FI XED COS TS 
TOTAL COST, EXCE PT OVEPHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MA NA GEM ENT 
OVERHEAD ( TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAG EMENT CHARGE 
($ 0 . 0 X ESTIMATED YIELD > 
TO .Ti";l ... U\i EJ·<HEr,fi tl i··.JD dt,I·.J(;t·!E i·'i J::: i··JT 
'I UTA L COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST F'ER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
CBASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
() {'() 
() •· 0 
l ) ' ' 3)' 
JJ() ., J J 
4 <· :::'::4 
:1.:1.4 <· 47 
1 :1. 4.4 / 
B-10 
C: I< C:: F' I. {) N D ,:o, C:: F\ E ;:; 
,~,cF:E ':; THJ6 CFO F' 
EXPECT ED YIEL D PE R ACR E 
ANIMAL UNlfS OF GRA ZIN G 
0.0 
12.0 
. .JClB I NPUT ::; t1Cf;: E;:; / 
HOUF: AMO UNT VALUE VARIABL E fiXED lOTAL 
·:n TU,. JF:F:JG. ?:.~ , c~.() ~:'iJ, J ;J 125 .78 
: .  ::::_;0 LB ::; ,. N l IF:U, 44.00 ~} .; 1, .! 44.00 
FFNCI NG 
c:<, :3H t ~: o ::; r:3 
1... (:·,n i)F\ 
J>l.Ji\CHtl;:iED INF·u·r <:;  
VA RI ABLE MAC HINERY COSTS 
I NfERF ST ON OPFRATING EXPENSE 
CTO l . VAR IABl .E COST S XJ1 . 0% X 1.0 YRS ,l 
TO T" (.:·,L c;,:l~iH co ::; T:.:) 
0.30 0.50 0.8 0 
0 .10 0. 10 0. 2 0 
44.00 
72.00 
DIRE CT LABOR 4. 60 
0 . 8 HR S X $ ~.00 / HR X 1 .2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CAS H COS l"J ~ LABOR 
SHAR E OF SEEDING COSTS 
FI XED C0'3T::; 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LA ND ( $ 500 VAL UE /ACRE X J%) 
IN f EREST ON !...AND ($ 500 VALUE / ACR E X 6%) 
TO TAL.. FIXED Los·rs 
TOT"AL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MG l·. 
OVER HEAD AND MA NAG EMEN T 
() VE F'HE ()D < ·r o ·r(:ll ... Ct,::; H CCJ::;T·E, X ~:', :;.:,) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 1 , 10 X ESTIMAfED YIELD> 
TOTAL.. OVERHEAD AND MANAGEME NT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TClTA L COST PER UNIT OF PROD UCT I ON 
<BA SED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
~~J3 + 9B 
~.=5.;. 00 
JOvOO 
:i. 0 !:5 y ~:=> ~;_:j 
239 ~ \~)0 
:1.9 .60 
2 :1. . 6:1. 
B- 11 
WHEAT? ST UBBLE MUL CH FA LLOW VI~ TJLLAGE 
c r;: u F' 1 ... r., i'· .. ! D ;::·, c r;: E ::; 
1~ C F;:E ~:; f H I ~) CF~UF' 
. ..I DB 
EXF'L C f"E J:r Y I El. fi F· ' E(~: ;::, C: I·:F 
t11··i J iHH. l.H-·! IT ~:) C.lF c-n::(r/ r Hr-; 
F' U F< C I· I (·, ~ : ; E Lr 
~~. _::.~ ... ( • 
0-> (• 
I NPUf S MACHINE COSTS trcr::E~:; ..- · 
HDUF;: tii.·ID UNT \JtrL l JE: \..'(rF;: J t1D LF F. I XED fCIT t1l .. 
CHISEL 
CHI ~:! EL 
CHJSEL 
C HI ~:> EL 
F\D\1 t..IEEDEF< 
F<OD ~J E EDEf~ 
ANHYDROU S APPLI CA TOR 
NH::\ 1\'lTF:DGEil 
Gf\(riN nr;: ILL 
:1. 8····4<:i ···· O 
CDMBI NE,GRAIN HE AD 
Hf.rl..l l... 
r~ilJC:IEI:;: 
C f.1 ~:; H Co ~:; T ~:; 
9, :1. (, 
9 -~ :1. 6 
9,l b 










.1. v '~..1 1 . ) 




' i ~ .. 
·~- · 
.. , 
0 ' . 0)' 0 . () .f () 
-:· () ? 0 
''""J '':• 0 . ' ..... 
' )' ::_:  () 
' ()(:, 0 
' 9 I 3 
'· ()(~ ,.·· 
::) () ... , ,, .-.:· 
'' \ ! ''' 0 ' ,,·:. ,. } 
PURCHASED INF'UTS 1.4.90 
VARIABLE MACH INERY COSTS 1. 5. 13 
INTERE ST ON OPERATING EXF'ENSE 3.30 
CTOT , VARIABLE COST S X:I.:I. ,O% X 1.0 YRS . ) 
GO :1. ,, 
<· f:: •) "I ,, 
.. , 0 :1. <· 0 ... . B() :1. . 
..• ... , 
:1. ' / .-::. ' ... _. ... , 
:i. -:· / .-::. ' 








-:· '/ \-s :1. :1. ' 
<· '·...' ',} 4 ' 
,. 30 () ' 
TOTAL. CASH CO STS 33.34 
l ... r~BCJF~ 
D I F~EC T l...r~rBO F;: 
:1..4 HR S X$ 5 .00 / HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD ) ) 
TOTAL. CASH CO STS & LABOR 
F .l XED C CJ ::; r:~; 
FIXED MACHI NERY COSTS 
TAXES . DN LAN D ($ 400 VALUE / ACRE X :1.% X 2) 
INTEREST UN LAND ($ 400 \JALUE / ACRE X 6% X 2) 
TO TAL FI XE D COSTS 
TOTAL. C OST ~ EXCEF'T OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHE AD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (T DT AI... CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARG E 
($ 0,:1.5 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMEN T 
TOTAL. COST F'ER ACRE 
TOTAL. COST F'ER UNIT OF PRODUC TION 
<B ASED ON ESTIMA TED YIELD ) 
1 ? . :1. (; 
-4B. 0 0 
:1 I(>·.? 
6.30 
/:') ,  J (, 





B /. ~ - -· 
4 4 










I,..J H F. (, T ,, C: ~. 1. :: ,.:··,!··.! · · i" r I. L. ;· I'll.. L. U H 
Ch:OF' 1 ... .'-i i'-·iD tiCF;:EG 
r, c; r;:~::,~ :; ·r H:r::; cr-:ur:· 
1-:X F'LC i Lft Y I L I .. U F"L I-.: ( , t·:r.:F. 
ANI MAL UNI TS or GRn:ING (.r -· ( '; 
F'l .. l F< C H (:·, ::::. E :Ct 
.... !D Ei (:·,t.; h"l:: ~:; / 
Huu r:: 
J f"·.'PI .. I "! "'·) i""i t ,CH J Ni:: r-:·CJ ') I':. 
(:,r·~HJU:'-! r ~.J r1L UL '· ..J nr.: I t. r:L. L 1:: I :< Er• i en ,:.if.. 
CN F: ····t,J(·, ··{ It I ~:;c 
CHir)F L ' =-'" .,. :1 •. s 
·:~· ·.· :1. .", CHJ·: :,::L. 
r: l·l J <; FL. ,,., ,. J. ,:., 
H u It ,,..IE E:. :o L r:: 
F;:o:o I; .. IFF:O EF: 
ANHY DROUS APPLICATOR 
NH.3 i"·i I ., J'i t .. H.i F: 1-! 
(:J f;ic·, J 1-' J •J..: J ! ! .- _  ,_1,.-\ 
:::;FED :1 ·. (i () 
./. B···· 4/i ····() 




1::· u r:: c ,., r, :::; r:: :o ::: i.,! r· u ·r :::; 
VARIABLE MACH!NER1 CUSTS 
INTER ES T ON OPFRAri NG EXP FNS E 
( ·roT . VARIABLE COSTS X:l.t,O% X :1..0 YRS . ) 
r ~:JT n 1. .. C(;~ :;H C O:::;T~:; 
:0 I r;· :·· L ·r L.. (il::UF·: 
:1. . 4 HR~ X$ 5 . 00 / HR X 1 , ) <OVERHEAD >> 
TO rr, L C(·,:::;H co::; r<:; ? l .. t .D L1F: 
FI XED MACHINERY CUSfS 
Tt·,::<E b ON 
I 1"--!TFF:E::;T 




($ 400 Vr.i...UE / ACRE X :1.% X 2 > 
( :J; -:H) 0 t.) tli . .l.l E / (, C I"< E X ·c·, ;:.;, >:  :::_; ) 
F' I XED CD (::: r ::; 
CUSl, EXCFPl OVERHEAD AN D MGT. 
OVERH EAD AND MANAGEMENT 
n v~: · F;: HE(\ n < ·r o ·r ,.::,1.. ,_; ,::,::; H cc: ::, ·r ::; :x: ~'.:; :.:-::) 
MANAGE MENT CHA RGE 
($ 0.:1.5 X ESTIMAl.ED YIELD) 
TO TA L OVERHEAD AND MANA GEMENT 
TOTAL.. COST PER ACRE" 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
CDA SED UN EST I MAl.FD YIELD) 
1 ,. co:··\ :1., :1.4 
J ,. C<? O}HO 
1 ,. ()7 () :- f:() 
:1. , . . :'{ l~ 
:1. : .-:~: .. -:":1 
:1 '•:/4 
).00 2 . 00 4 -00 
0.) ~ 0 .3 0 U.55 
C• / 1"X 
~ --' ·. . . .,. .... •
:1 ·:;) ·=- ~=s () 
n -: ()0 
1::· 1::·1.;" 
~- · .. · .• J ... .. 
·· :-· ··y -· · , ..... . ,;:. .. :) ,: . .. ::. ·_:.-
)' ':.:.> :1. 
B-13 
C ;:;: 0 F' L (:·, !·-! D (.~, C F: 1:: '-:; 
(lCF E ~3 I HI ~:; C f·:U F' 
.1. .... ~.f5 l )'" () L./ 1·-"E: C I EI) YJ. LLJ. 1 r ·Eh (:·,t...F:E 
t ll') :u· .. ·j td. . t J r.l , r :::; CH t·m ,::·, :.:. t N t:i 
4:.)' \.! 
~),.. 0 
F'l.! F: U ·! f.)~:, 1·: :u 
t: , cF,·E::~:" _ .... 1 1; ~·u 1 ::; ~-j(; C: H:I NF ,_ ; ,J~:' ' ;; 
HL:UF< '{',liU I J(.) I t ,,. .. ,i._ liF l.),:~l!· ;.: :1. Fl HL.E :::·I /Ffi .i ,., .. , t,l .. 
(;HI r_;F 1 ..
CHI~?-1 1. . 
LHl!:\1::.1.. 
n N !··I Y fi ;:;: U l.l ~~ tll::' F' L I C.: f.d U F: 
;·,_I H3 NT Th:UCJEi\' 
F: U tl td E E .0 F. I·: 
I·;: OD L·J EF fi EF;: 
UF' tl l N Dl·< I I. .L 
:i B ··- ..:-.~ b ····0 
Hf"li. IL 
,:~ U C·; F F;: 
r:; (',~:; H cn ~:;T~:; 
F' UF~CHt1 :">ED I NF'UT ~:; 
- - ~ ;: :·. ' i 
.:) -:- .. ,... : 
VA R[A BLE MACHIN ERY C O Bf~ 
I NTEREST ON OF'ERA TTNG EXF'F NSF 
:0 I F:E: C.l l ... t ,BIJF;: 
.• J \.) ~· '· ........ 
... _, _ .. , ,_: 
.... ... .-· .... .' 
:1. . 4 HRS X $ 5 . 00 / HR A 1.. 2 COVE RHEAD )) 
lC.I lA L CASH COSTS & LAB OR 
FI >< FD cu~:;T~: :; 
FilED MACHIN ERY COST S 
T~XE S ON LAND ( $ 400 VALUE / ACRE X 1. % X 2) 
INTEF~E ~:;·r UN Lt1ND (~; 400 t)rclLI.JE ./ t,c:F~ E :X:(,~:; X::::~) 
TOTAL FI XED CO Sl S 
TOTAL C O~r , EXCEPT OVlRHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AN D MANAGEMENT 
[ll)Fi:~ ~I E= {iD ( T·u·rtlL C t1 ~:; H CCJ :::; Ts X ~=.:. ~';;) 
MANA GEMFNT CH ARGE 
Ct 0 .:1. 5 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEME NT 
TO TAL COST PER ACRE 
TO TAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD ) 
I , :1. / ·) ., '-,' .~:-
- ~ + .1. 7 /) .-. i._: ;· 0 
· '\ ·I., 
-~·:. ·' .I ..... : 
·:? '" I :~' 
.-.:·. J ·:.:-
:i. ')'-'\ 
:1.' ")' .<) 
1:; ;·, I ; 
~ _, .. ~ ·x --- ' 
4.]8 8 .28 1.2-45 
I. ?,. /~5 
:1. .:_y· v B.:~·) 
~= ~ .. 00 
4n(-o o 
:1. 2(~'.:1. () 
B-14 
i"; UF ·:i\1 ~ [C.U·---··,-:1, 1 __ 1_"11..!·, Fr:J I I .. Ill·J':; ;,_1,--!J:::, ';T Ti'--l .'-', --· f,:::,·=i l'< ·:::·l'::;·r-Eh 
cF:·nF"! r:-1 r·-i u (:;r · r::F :=, 
;',( ·:::· '·:! 'fHL:o C. i:·t_)F· 3·.:.-' \) ~- ( • 
F·;.;-r:·FC.f' I:·.'CI YTFI . D F'FF: .-::,CPE 
n N 'I h (:·, i. 1..1 f I J T ,·:; () F e-n:: (; ·;v l t'--1 I:; \) >· I.} 
F' l..l :::: c:: H ,::; ~:;E D 
T i·-.lf'UT~:; lit, CH J l'iE CU':'l.f G 
!"lf_..I ,~JUNT t.)(', LliE ~)(;F:I roB L. F F l '\ EI:! TUTti! .. 
F' I . (; i·-i i [ I:.: ,_- 1-- F-1-:· i ,. ~· 1·11--. 1-': t~ . · F T C '• 
HEED 
l () .... ~-=; .:.:} .... ('"I 
HEi'E{ I C J DC 
t, i '~ 1-1 Y n r~· 1J u :::; ,-::,,,.PL. 1 c t1 r oF~ 
CJJrl t-:>::. 1\IE ,, Lt.lh'i·-J 1-11 · toD 
(),:?t) :1.1. ,() () 
·_>'(! ... ~~.:o t> (. o~:.:; 
2 ,_ oo :J ~ o~·) 
l ,. () 3 :1. ' 0 ~--; 
3' :13 
(CUSTOM CJP ,J 3.50 
Hr')l .li... 
~: , u UEI'·: 
A'i'R. PAR. CJN STUBB :1 ... 0 0 :i {·-, ~- () 0 
cr;~> l · l c: n:-;T~=; 
I ,:_ H i.J 1--, 
I··' U!;·f_: ! l(i :c) F. 'CI J j\lf' U T r; 
\)(:;F:I(;.(-:LE:: f-'it,CHJ r--.:i::: r::Y C.:U::; r ::; 
IN TF:i·:l::: :.:;--r ON Ul 'fi -·t; iJ N!'; J'.';<I--'Fi·-u=:.L 
( 'f l i T , t _  J(:; F: T(ii3l... E i::e;~:!'i:-=; X:J.:I , i) t .. X .,,, _  , YF: c;,) 
') 1,'! 'j', :·d.. f.-,-:; ::=.1·1 1.::: CJ c; r ~J 
fo i F:l..l ... I ,-',J::: i: JF' 
:J.,:J. HR S X t 5 .00/Hk X :J.. ) <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL. CASH COS-IS & LABOR 
1-= :r x: ED cc1::; r ::; 
FIXED MAlHlNERY (CJSTS 
( ·: j; -- ~ 00 l.J(,J...l.I E /() [. J'~E >< J'.:.;, :1 
IN T E ~EST ON I...~ND ($ 400 VALUE / ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL. FI XED COS'i'S 
TO T AL LOSl , EXC EPT OVERHEAD AND MGT, 
OVER HEAD AND hANAGEMENT 
OVERHfAD <TOTAL CASH rO STS X 5%l 
MANAGFMlNT CHARGE 
($ 0.10 X ESTlMAlED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVER HE AD AND MANAGE MENT 
r o ·r t11... c:o ~ ' T 1=· c F< r, cr:: 1-=: 
TOT ,::,1. CO~:! r PEF: UN J T ClF F'F::ci .Ol .iC 'T JON 
( J'!(',::lE::I I Oi'·.J ~:: :~:; T J r··i(:, T [ D ·-.,.-I E L. D) 
A .~ ()() 
(, '::_:2 :J_ 
1 :1. -:- i) () 
c ~::I )pl .(-··,'..! ,.1 ,c-,,_; F' F ,:, 
!'"ol. .. l·;- 1::.:::. i"H I.':; CF·-. 01 '' 
1"-!F((:,J N i:;ClF'C! I·Il.l i·1 ·· i·-l (l i'-1-·· 1" 1: 1··: l: f:!toTFrt 
HO ·:- 0 
E.-':F·Ft·:;·r:t, (ii--1 11 1-' 1:·· ,.;, ,-.:,c..r.:E 
,:~ f·.J I. f·il-'-.1. .. l Ji ~ [ I :. . C• F C!h ,::·,.:' I N G 
j-· ll i'i:C' l·l(.:l ;·:F I I 
B-15 
. IUH .:":1t". F~·r:~:; / 
1-l i"tlil'< 
l UF'I..ITc. i·itoC.:H I i"-lF CU::; l :::; 
rd·Ftl.i i-'T t)r:i l 'IF '.J.··,f.':I...-Yi·i l 1': F JX F U -,--,y, t'll. 
.l. Hf·-'DEH :nJ bL 
U'i N J.J r::t-i .0 .I ·:; C: 
SP IKE TOOT H HARROW 
o"iNH'-;''[1 F:UI .J <:; HF·' i"'l .. [ C,':, ·r 0 F< 
rJH 3 I·JJ I ~ ·:(.ll_l[i'-l 
1:· Ltt1\' n: r:: 'F i:J{ I •. 'Hl::.l< h . • ,.:_ i C) 
:::;1:'. 1.: 0 
B(ii'-!I'I HLF-.'13 !.CI CiE 
ji_(J(,J C:I'\U(' Cl. il.. 1 J '· .. ·'t::l I CI F< 
i ~ l t i"iE·: I NF • I:·!F<t1I N HF::.-:) D 
H t'~t l.IL 
r:,uc;EI·< 
Ctt ~! H ::::o;:; -1 ~3 
F·'UF: i-; H(1 <;;E. It 1 NF· UT~:; 
J ~) ,. ·-'' ··; 
1 C• , ,~:. ::: 
J. ~-' ' .·:1::; 
r::· ··~· a:· 
~--· 4> . :) ····' 
1.) ,:o, 1"·: I (.:1 H L. F ('i (', Cll J i·.JF:. r:: ·.{ C:. ( I:::; T ·~; 
IHl ERES T ON OPERAfJNO LXPE NSE 
,~·, ., (J () 
( 1 OT. ~)(iF:: I t1BLE C::UG T ~; X :1. .1. <- •) ;~;: X u. ~."! ·..- i'i:~; .,. ) 
"I'UTI";I... C(, ;:i H t: : o~:; r:::; 
fi .[ h:Fc:·r i. .. t-, HOFi: 
FIX: ED C O ~:>TS 
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DESCRIPTION OF A TYPICAL NORTHERN NEBRASKA RANCH 
Cultivated crops are generally not feasible in the Sandhills area without 
irrigation. Closely sown crops like oats, rye, or barley may be grown on non-
irrigated sites as a companion crop to alfalfa establishment or for additional 
grain or forage. 
Irrigation development is largely of the center-pivot or other sprinkler 
type. The selection of crops to irrigate is limited by size of the irrigable 
acreage and either the availability of custom hire or the line of machinery 
presently available on the ranch. For example, if a rancher is new to irrigation, 
a conservative estimate for an investment in a new tractor, disk, planter, and 
cultivator or sprayer needed to grow (not harvest) a corn crop is about $37,370. 
About 13.8% of this is an annual cost for depreciation, interest, taxes, and 
insurance or $5,157. If only one center-pivot site of 130 acres is available, 
the added machinery investment would add an annual fixed cost of $39.67/A. If 
390 acres can be irrigated, the fixed cost/A for machinery would be about 
$13.22/A which would probably make it competitive with custom rates for two 
discing, planting, and cultivating. As a result, the "typical" practice for 
irrigated corn production in the Sandhills is to custom hire smaller acreages 
and own machinery for larger acreages. 
390 acres are assumed as "typical" for the irrigated corn budget. The 
cost of custom production for acreages up to that level should be similar. 
Machinery ownership costs per acre for larger acreages could be slightly lower. 
The "typical" ranch consists of a total of 6,000 acres with 390 irrigated 
with center-pivots, 320 acres of wet meadow hayland and 400 acres of upland 
hayland. Acreages of alternative crops that might fit this situation are: 
"rypical Ranch 
Irrigated Acreages: 
Corn, grain 390 
Corn, silage 60 
Alfalfa 130 
Pasture 260 
Wet Headow Acreages: 
Nature hay 320 
Alfalfa 160 
Dryland Rayland: 
Native hay 400 
Machinery Inventory 
60-69 hp tractor, gas 
120-130 hp tractor, diesel 
21' heavy duty disk 
6-row, 30" planter 
field sprayer 
combine, 95 hp, gas with 3-row cornhead 
3/4 ton pickup 
single axle truck, 250 bu grain box 
giant round baler 










Note that the sum of the acreages shown above will not be equal to the 
total acres available for each class of land. There are a vast number of 
possible acreage combinations of various crops which could be grown on this 
ranch. 
Other jobs that may be necessary for crop production on this "typical" 
ranch for which maclrlnery is not owned will be done with custom hire. 
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DESCRIPTION OF CENTRAL NEBRASKA BENCHMARK FARM 
Crop budgets have been prepared which are typical and common to irrigated and dry-
land farms of central Nebraska. All of these crops are not usually raised on any 
one farm in the area. For example, it is unlikely that both irrigated and dryland 
corn silage will be produced on a given farm the same year, and so it is with the 
benchmark farm. Consequently, the total of the acreage of individual crops shown 
here exceeds the crop average of the farm described below. The different crop 
budgets do provide information to whomever may wish to refer to them. 
Custom work for neighbors is included in the farm plan. This will represent about 
25% of the benchmark farm tillable acreage. On the other hand, smaller acreages 
of crops that do not justify machinery ownership will be partially custom operated 
by others. 
Labor will be supplied mostly by the operator and his family. Seasonal labor such 
as for harvesting and hauling and stacking hay bales will be employed. 
Harvesting will be started early enough that some grain drying will be necessary. 
It is assumed that some livestock production will be included on the farm. 
Benchmark Farm 
Total Acres 760 
Irr. Cropland, gravity 220 
Irr. Cropland, pivot 133 
Non-Irr. Cropland 280 
Pasture 80 
Roads, farmstead, etc. 47 
Machinery Inventory 
130 hp diesel tractor 
80 hp diesel tractor 
Old usable tractor (no market value) 
Truck, 350 bu. grain box 
Pickup, 3/4 ton 
Tandem disc, 21' 
Corn machinery, 30" spacing 
Shredder, 6-row 
Anhydrous applicator, 9 shank 
Planter, 6-row 
Cultivator-hiller, 6-row 
Combine, 6-row cornhead ) 
20' grain platform) 
Wagon, 350 bu. 
Auger, 60'8" pto 
Dryer, cont. flow, 350 bu/hr 
remove 8 points moisture 
Wet corn handling bin, 3700 bu. 
Chisel sweeps, 18' 
Field conditioner, 30' 
Spike tooth harrow 
Grain drill, 16'10" 
Bale loader 
Irrigation equipment 
Pivot sprinkler, diesel 





















reuse pits, pumps, and return pipe 
Gated, conveyor, reuse pipe and pipe wagon 
Layout beginning of season and pick up 
at end of season 
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ESTIMATED 1~80 COSTS PEP ACPE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
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!:~:5 .. [1 
·=· ,-.. !...... • r_: 
ACF'E~:::. -·· 
HC!Uf-· t=! f 10U! F '.l ~iLUE !_lriP I fi:t:LE F: ><ED TOTAL 
TRr{DEJ'i D I :::c 
A~~YDPOUS APPL ICATOP 
Ar iH';' !1 I TPOCEt-1 
F'Lfit fTF ( FEF:T. , HEF::t: . ~ ETC) 
~ ·lf.'PJ:: ~ C I DE 
: 1-i;:;r:c:: I C: I DE 
t.::Oll c:r:OF' CULT I !)RTC!F~ 
POW CROP CULTIUATOR 
CCf'rt=: I !-iE ~ COF:t-1 HEAD 




' = • --· 
..: ·:-· -. ._ ... ,_, . 
;=:- .-. c:-
__ ! E • .:o._f 
~ = C{J 
C'Ci = C10 
.-, c-- -. .:., = ._! . .:: 
1 )np I ~1F:LE t·1ACH I t-~EF:\' c:o~~:T~::. 
: r· iT EF:E~::; T D!··! OF'EF:AT I t·iCJ E>=:F· Et-~::::E 
TC! ~-fiL Cfi;:;H ,--,-; ·=· ·; ·=· ·-··-··-·; ·--· 
FI >·:EI! ,-.,-,.: -T c · 
'-··-··-· i ·-· 
FI~ED MA CH INEF:Y COSTS 
:-::.: ·-=··-_) i 0 "! r:: 
._, " ·-· ._.. ..l. ·-· II. .1. ·-· 
~ • '~iCi •=· . DO 
l = C!CI :::: . 00 
• .•r, ,-. ·, 
if'". ·=·"' .i 
i fi >=:E:::; Ot·i Lm fD ( $ 1300 !..JALIJE . ..- ACF:E >=: 1 :-~) 
INTEPEST ON LAND (S 1300 UALUE/ACF:E X 6%l 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
OUERHEAD AND MA NAG EMENT 
(TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHAF:CE 
r~ 0. 10 ~ ESTIMATED YIELD~ 
·-oTf:L CJ!. IEF:HEAD fi tiii !·1Rt-lAGH1EtF 
TOTAL COST PER ACPE 
TOTAL COST F'EF UNIT OF PPODUCTION 
i .: .-, 
l. .. i ·=-
.-, -:s.-. 
::::. :z ,- :-" 
-: :::-.-. 
l. ,. ·-' ·=· 
i ·=··-=· ..:.. a '-'·-• 
1" 9 1 ~:: .. 55 
1 " c:·::-: ..: .-. -, .i.. :r • .:.,:._. 
--.: ;::--- . 
: _ _; :r ._:._,:. 
62 .. 2'? 
'?5 . :so 
: :~:. CH] 
?:::. f~iO 
:::t " ::ii] 
::: . t:. ·~ 
::=: . 6 '3 
:~: . :~:5 
1:::: " 6(1 
::f ., 46 
·::=t? .. 1;::: 
0 .. 5Et 
;-:;, -::•·-::: •:...• .. ; __ , 
C-6 
r STIMATED 1980 COSTS PEP ACPE, CENTRAL NEBPASYA 
CORN FOR SILAGE, GPAUITY IRRI GA TED , DIESEL, 150 FT HEAD 
._!J£; 
::;FiU< :::;f-!PEDDER 
TA!fDEf'! D I ::;c 
TArfDEt'l D I :::;c: 
~ --:""-. 
::: ' -::· 
i ( -! --· .-, 
.:.. ,_, = 0::•-.:-
E~PECTED YIELD PEP ACPE 
f!~ -1 I 1··1r-=il_ !_! f--1 I T ~::; Of- C;PAZ I t·~ C_; 
PUF":CHA::::;ED 
rr·n=·ur::; 
Affi~YDROUS APPL ICATOR _.- .-.~ r::: ... ·=· ;" ~ = 5C' i •==·"::• .-, --o l"=" .!. = '-· --· ._:_. = ._: •• _: 
f"f 1H\' r-~! TF:OCEt1 
PLANTER (FERT. , HEPB . ,ETC l 
!- lt= PB IC:I DE 
Rrn! CROP CULTIUATOR 




L :~:: F' I F::F: F' I F'E 
HiiUL ::; I u =n:::;E 
F'UPCHfi:::;ED I !··i PUT ~:; 
::.~- = 95 
r.:· .-·.r::-
___ i = ·-=··-' 
( C_J::;TOr'l OF·. :: 
( cu·:;TOr·1 OF'. :: 
... ::::· .-.. 
.0. = _  , .. :., 
i lf=IF: I ABLE !·11iCH l i"J EP\' CO::;T:::; 
INTEREST ON OPERAT ING E~PENSE 
'·.·' i ·: · 
( , ..;.. . :__ 
TOTAL CASH COSTS t LABOR 
F ! ~ED MACH INEPY COSTS 
($130 0 UALUE/ ACRE ~ 1%l 
i ·=· ~ c:: 
.:. ·-· = ..i.. -- · 
on L.At-!D 
TOTAL F" I :<ED 
($ 1300 UALUE/ACRE ~ 6%l 
,- .,- ,,: -T •:· ·-· ·-··-·; -· 
OUEPHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OUERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5% ) 
r-F=It iACD-1Et-IT CHAF:GE 
i $ G. S0 I ESTI MATED YI ELDJ 
TOTAL. OUEPHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEP ACPE 
TOTAL COST PEP UN I T OF PRODUCTION 
: BA::ED 0! l E::;T I t·1ATED \'I EL.D J 
-; .-, -1 c-
l..::.. = .i ._ ! 
..: ·=· i: --! 
..;.. l..... a ..i.. _,_ 
·: · ::.- .··:. i 
'·-' '-' = ·- · ..i.. 
.-,.-. . -... . -:. 
-.:ac. = ;._; :-..:_t 
.::;·-:;~ 1 ·=· _ .: " ..i.. ,_ , 
D~~ st:. 
1 [! " 1 ~=: 
9 .. ·::~i 2 
.: ·--:·-::· ·-::: -; 
J_ ' : 1: ·-· .L 
.--. --:"".- • . - , --;-o 
-::·J ·:.:•,.C.;" 
.. ,-, ,·-.c-
..:. : "' = :."'._! 
C-7 
ES 7 IMATED 1?80 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
CF::OF'LAttD ACF:E:::; 
:~CRE :::; TH I::;; C:F:OF' 
::: --=··=· !"7~ ·-··-'!...-. .. ,.._, E~F'ECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRA=INC 
::~- ~:i . (i 
O. !J 
r:CF.:E::; ... ·· 
HCIUF' 
INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
8!1DUtF !)r-=tLUE l_lfiR I ABLE F I >-:ED TC!TF!L 
PLANTER lFERT. ,HEPB.,ETC0 
I i10CULAtF 
HHr EI i·!EED 
ROt·l CROP CULT I '-'F!TOR 
RCM CROP CUL TIUATOP 
CC~BINE,GRA I N HEAD 
I PP!. cr-=iTE :::: It-~ 
!_ :::, P I F.:R I F' I PE 
HF:UL. :::, B H-1 
F!UCER 
:::!- .. 95 
r.:- .-.r::-
__ _1 ,. -.:·--· 
.-, ==---. 
· .. ) " ._1-.. :S 
UARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING E~PENSE 
(TOT . URRIRBLE COSTS ~1 1 .0 ~ X 
!etTriL cr=::~;H co::;r::; 
D I F:ECT LABOF: 
!.9 HRS ~ $ 5.00/HP ' · ·' -! .-• • - . _L • c. 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
F I >-:ED CO::;T::; 
F!~ED MACHI NERY COSTS 
1 • Ci~=i 
c: . 50 
TAXES ON LA ND f$ 1300 UALUE/ACRE ~ 1%1 
I l1TE"RE::;T Oti L.JitEl :: :~: 1 :~ : 00 !_lfiLIJE.-· ·ACRE :-=: :::.~; l 
~OTAL FIXED COSTS 
;=1. 50 
7 .50 
.; r.:· ,-.. 
1. a ._;:;.:_! 
TCFlL co:::;T ~ E:=<CEPT CJI .  'EF'HEAD AnD neT. 
OUERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH c- • .· ·, ._1.",..! 
MANAGEMENT CHAPCE 
f~ 0.30 ~ EST IMATED YIELD) 
7 0TAL OUERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEP ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCT ION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD ) 
.: ·! .-. 
j_ .. 1. c. 
·-=· ·-=··=:· ._· .. - ··-· 
.; c::•:• 
.i.: ·-''-' 
.-·. L. C c.:. ... _!._! 
-! .-, ,--. 
i '" -~··=· 
..;. --·,,-, 
~ . -.::··=· 
7 -i .; 
: "..L .i 
.: ·::· C:: !-::1 
..L ,_, = --· =-· 
.; -! .-,.-:, 
.;.J. .. . _:;;:_J 
13. CiO 
: :::. ~Xi 
c~,. :s? 
[ i .. ?~=~ 
.--.. -.. -. ,-:.-: c.cc . :-_:l j_ 
·=· ·:··-=· 
;_ __ "' ·-·--· 
i . i ·:··-=· 
.i. - -,- " --· ·-· 
.-, .; .·-, .-.r::· 
c. :..r c. s -.:· --' 
C-8 
ESTABLISH ALFALFA , IRRIGATED , DIESEL, 150 FT HEAD 
CF:cn=·Lfl ttD ACF:E:::; 
fiCF:E~::; TH I·::; CF'OF 
_JJ:E: 
E: --:FECTED \ 'I ELD F'FR f"ic:F:E 
r~:-E i'iFlL U!E TS DF GFAZ I:·1G 
i_:_i.U 
0 . 12! 
~--=:t;OU! I' I_IALUE '-HiF: I ABLE F I :-<ED TCITFiL 
TFltiDE!·1 D I ~::;c 
Ti=it·JDUi D I ~::;c 
BROADCAST SPREADER 
SPIKE TOOTH HAPPOW 
SPI KE TOOTH HAPPOW 
GRAH-i DRILL 
::+:ILL PEtiTAL 
•::·C"C" T ; 
·-'i- L .L' 
PUF'D-!fr::;ED I riF'UT~::; 
·! !:-i ·-=·==· ..:.. ·- ' a ·-' '-' 
~ :"": I .-, ,-, ...:. :.:.; • -:.··=· 
;=::,. ;~:!O 
2 ~~i,. ~~!0 
i_ 'AF: I A:t:LE t·1ACH I !-iEF:\' co:::;r::; 
INTEREST DN OPERATING E~PENSE 
'·-·' i ·=· 
i -. ..:.. " ;__ 
TOTAL CASH COSTS ~ LABOR 
F I: -:ED cu::;T~::; 
~. CiCI 
.:1- l~i. i3C1 
F I :--:ED t·1f!CH I t·iEF:\' 
Tri:--:E ~::: Ci!1 UitiD : . .s.. :.::- 0 UALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
I t · iTEPE ~::;T Oti LAttD ( ~:;:: Ci !_lfi l.IJE . .-fiCPE :-:: E/-; ) 
TOTAL F I~ED COSTS 
i ;:::!":-; 
..:.. ,. --·::..· 
'OTAL COST, EXCEPT OUERHEAD AND MGT. 
Ci!._IEF:HEfiD At-E! t·1At·iAGG1EtH 
OUERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 %l 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ ~ . 0 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
: =! -:- FJL OI _I[F:HEAD AND r·1flt·ifiGEt-1EtH 
TO'RL COST PEP ACRE 
1 ,. 12 : = s~:: 
·! .-, --=" i ·: ::::::: ..:.. .. ,__ _  , 
::: a 1 (i 
.-, .-- ,-. c . . ;::. :::· 
... -:• .-: 
.i"' ;' =-:-
C:· ~ " ,.- :_) 
;"i c:.::: 
'··' " ·-··-· 
~ -...... :. ... • .. • .:. " _ . , _ _. 
C-9 
c:.-:··:F·ECTED \ 'I ELD F'E~F· fiCPE _.- ;--;: , = ._1 
- ---- --------------------- --- -------------------------------------------------
SP!VE TOOTH HARROW 
RRORJCAST SPREADER 
.., ,-:; ,-:; ,-:; _, - · = ,_,,.._, 
·WIND~OWER rcUSTOM OP.l C. 25 _, = -~- ._; 
l·l I !-LDPOL·IER 
~ .! I r·!Df:OUEF: 
l·i I i"i:DRCI UEF: 
I:ALEF , FECULHF: 
BALEF: , F'ECULAF: 
:t:r-tLEP:; PE,::;; uLr!F: 
I ~?PI C:~fi~E C:O I t·i 
L :;: F' lRR F' I F'E: 
·: CUS' C!f·1 OP. :1 
': CU::::TCii·1 C:iF' , l 
r_. = ;::~_.:: (.,25 
~ - ~8 ! 1.32 !5 . 80 
- - - ----- ------------------------ ------------------ ----------------------- -----
l_ lF!F: I A:F.:LE f'!AC:H I r·-!EF~\· C:CI::; T~:; 
~ r-rrE~: E~::;·T Clf"i DF'EPAT I t·iC~ E>·:F·Et i:::;E 
'QTAL CASH COSTS ~ . LAI:CIP 
SHAPE OF SEEDI NG COSTS 
FI/ED MACHINERY COSTS 
T:=:: <E:::; Ofi LJi t fD ( ::;: : 3~~~~ i .JALUE.··"F:CF:'E ;:.:  1 ~; ) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1300 UALUE/ACPE ~ 6%l 
TOTAL COST, E/CEPT OUEPHEAD AND MGT. 
OUERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
CJl _  IEPt-fEAit C TCiTfiL CF!:::;H CO:::;T:::; >=: 5~-~) 
MAN AGEMENT CHARGE 
·~ 2.00 ~ ESTIMATED YI ELD) 
TOTAL OUEPHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TnTAL COST PER UfiiT OF PRODUCTION 
i3ASED ON ESTIMATED YIELDl 
~ i :::::,--: .:.. ·'· = ._.,.._, 
.; i .-::-,--; - - ,. "' _,,_, 
i .-- .- .,-. 
i ==· = ::.: ::-' 
~::::. 00 
7~=: " (1;21 
--~·.::: .:, ,::: C• 
•• , ,_, -- ::11 ,_, ,_, 
C-10 
ESTI MATED 1980 COSTS PEP ACRE, CENTRAL NE BPASVA 
C:POPLFHtD ACRC:; 
::~ICF.:E~:; TH I~::; CROP 
r:::: -:PECTET '-;-'I ELI:: PEP i~CRE 
r:irEr·itiL Ut1 IT:::; JF CRAZH~C 
F"'UF:C:HA ~::;ED 
INPUTS MACH!NE COSTS 
r--:i r'i:YitiT !)!~UJE l_lt="iP I A:t:LE F I >::ED TDTAL 
TAttDEt=1 D I ~::c 
TArtDEt'1 D I ~::;c 
ANHYDROUS APPL I CATOR 
PLANTER CFERT ., HERB . ,ETCl 
r--iL.F:I: I C: I J)E 
ROW CROP CULTIUATOR 
F:Ol-1 CROP CULT F-'!=tTOP 
CC~BINE,COPN HEAD 
HfiUL f: B Ii-i 
f=tUC;EF.: 
~ 0 .. ~=.:~: 
i i-::i .::: ·-:· 
-'- ·-' = ·- ··-· 
==-1- . '?-5 
::::- .-.c 
._! = -~·--! 
')~iR I ~iBLE r·1fiCH ! tiEP\' co~::;T:::; 
!NTEREST ON OPERATING [~PENSE 
D: FECT LFif::OP 
.-:. -:> 
i;._l .. ( 
-:' ·=•!":"-t 
' = L....•:..• 
j _2 HPS ~ S 5. 00/HR X :.2 ;OUERHEADll 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
"TH:E:::; Ofi Uit-ID •: ~:;:: ?"::;D !_lr:!LUE--ACRE :-:; 1. ~-~) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 750 UALUE/ACPE ~ 6%J 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, E~CEPT OUEPHEAD AND MGT . 
OUERHERD AtiD MANACEMENT 
OUEPHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%l 
MA NAGEMENT CHAPCE 
(~ 0. 10 X ESTIMATE~ YIELD) 
i"CTF!L. Q!_IEF'HEHD Atm MFH-WiGEt·1EtH 
TCTRL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PEP UNIT OF PF'ODUCTI ON 
( T:F!::;ED on E~::;T: r·1ATED 'r' I ELD l 
.-,.-, 
_;_ =·=c. 
·-=· :::. 7 __ , .. ' ···' i 
1 j ·~ 
l = 1 '? 
·:~ "' ::.1- 1 
--. ...,7 i ·=· ·-=· ,_; = i ; .;_ " -··-· 
.-:, i ·=· ,-, ::::·-::· '·-' = .l. ,_, '·-';I . _ _~. __ •
.···,.--, c:·r.:.-:.:.c. ,. ._L _ I 
23 .'?7 
7 . 5~~1 
2 .. ~-C: 
~ .-. .-,,-, 
1. .::_.,. C.•:• 
,-.. 7-l ·=-·= : _;_ 
12t:- . -4 7 
2 .. 09 
.-, --,,-. 
c." i. ·=· 
CF'OFLFit"iD ACPE~::; 
t"~ CF'E~:::: TH I::;:: CF::OF' 
ANHYDROUS APPL ICATOR 
At -IH\ ' t·1 I TPOC;EH 
PLANTER (FERT. ,HERB.,ETC J 
F:Ot ~ CF: OF· CULT I l) f !TOP 
FCF::fiGE CHOF'PEF: 
HFiUL ::;:: I UiC.E 
F' AC:t< ::; I L. r-=tCE 
PU::E ~:::: . .-
'·-iOUF 
.-~ ,-,-=' ::: ... ·=· ~" 
4:: '?5 
:=- .- , c;· 
._) = -..::·--' 
.- , --:>--. 
::... :: ;" -::.• 
UAP IABLE MACH I NERY COSTS 
I 1-EEPE:::: T Ot·! OPE PAT I r-1C E>·:PEtt:::E 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
"--· '·.·' .· ,. ,- , 
2 . 1 HPS X S 5 . 00/HP X 1. 2 £0UERHEADJJ 
TOTAL CASH COSTS ~ LABOR 
~IXED MACH I NERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND :s 750 UALUE/ ACRE X 1%) 
Ir·FEPE:::: T Dt·1 Lf;t-fD ($ 750 !_IALI_!E.··ACPE :-: 6% ) 
TOTAL FI XED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OUERHEAD AND MGT. 
OUEPHEAD AND MA NAGEMENT 
OUERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%l 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
re 0 . 60 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OUERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTI MATED YIELD) 
..;. -;_ =· 
.:. :: .i. '-
.: ·--::,- . 
i .. ( =:.· 
.. !:::: ·=· 
.:. "' ·-'£.-
.. ·~ i 
~ :=-.-, 
l. = ._; ::• 
-! ::··-=· ..;.. = ,_, __ , 
.-, i::""t:::" 
:.:::. .. . _i._i 
.: .-.. -. ..;. ; .-. 
l ,.. -.:•-.. ) i :a '-t -.:· 
i 7 .. '3 .. ~-
..;. ,-,,-, ·-:: ·::· .:: _;_ "' ·~-.. =· ._:" !......-'-' 
7. 50 
4 5. f~i0 
C-11 
.- . --rl::::--.:. :: _  , _  , 
·::: ·-::- .:: 
:.,. __ = i ·-· 
·-· = ; ·- · 
::5 = 1 ·-1-
-='!- -! .:: ·=· 
: :::_• .. ·-··-· 
C- 12 
ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACREr CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
CF(OP I...(lND f.tCF(ES 
ACF(E~:; THIS CF(CJP 
63:::; ,, () 
1?0.0 
E!PECl.ED YIELD PER ACRE 
t,NI!·-i(ll... UNJ T" ::) Ul:· U F~ t,ziN (;: :1. ·:· ·~:' 
,.JOB 
r:·u R t:; H (i ~:;E :o 
I NF' l...ll ~; i.,.:t: CHINE.: C U~:lT ~: . r::1 C F< E ~; ./ 
HOUF: (:) hCii...INT l,)(:ii...UE I) (iF: 1 i-:lBI... E ::· :r '( ! ~ .0 Ttl···· t il... 
·rANDEh DI~:;c 
Tf.1NDEI"1 DISC 
ANHYDR OUS APPLICATOR 
ANHY N I TF(OGEN 
PLANTER CFERT.,HERB.rETC) 
t)EED 
HEF~BICIDE :t;(:·,N :O 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
COMBINErGRAIN HEAD 




PU F<CHi~1~1ED 11"-!Pl.JTS 
/) ;.: ... , 
-y t '-··' .: .. 
o.o 
~-:~ () ~ 0 () 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
b ~=-=_; v 0 () 
:L.O O 
<TOT, VA RI AB LE COSlS X11.0% X 0.7 YRS . ) 
TCJT,~I... Ct,!:;H CCJ~:;Ts 
LABOR 
D I F~ECT L,~ BCJF: 
1,4 HRS X$ 5,00 /HR X :1..2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FI XED CCJ!:;TE; 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 750 VALUE /AC RE X 1%) 
INT EREST ON LAND C$ 750 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FI XE D COSTS 
TOTAL. COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT, 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAl... CASH COSTS X 5% ) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
C$ 0.10 X ESTIMATfD YIELD) 
TOTAL. OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
t-~1~~:.:: J.~.:~; n 
:1. • :1.2 :1. < ~.'.'.iH 
:1. • ;:'i :~_:: 1 , B 3 
1 > '.:.'(? 1 ':·~;a 
1 ·> ?'? 1 ,, ~~(:l 
0 ~- :1. B 0 ~- ~=.=_i3 
:.":': ., ?1 ? , U:l 
l ~:=_; ~~ i_;.J 3 
:~:? ~- :~:5 B 
::? :1. -:- ~) ~ ..  =, 
·.? ·=-!:s o 
? .. ~=.=_i() 
6 -:-00 
(),/1 
L J .? ,:?4 
··:.. ---:.·1' 
.~ ~ -~· .. ~--· 
E~PECTED YIELD PEP ACPE 
!=itr: !•1r~L. UtI ;:r::; OF CiFA: I iK~ 
;:·!Jr:c:tifi:::;ED 
C-13 
r-1C: PE~::; . ...-
tiC!Jf::: 
I r·it:·tJT~::; r·JfiC:H I t·1E c:o ~:::T::. 
::-it iC!!_If"ff" :. ' f~LUE '..!AF:: I A:t:LE F I >:ED TOTAL 
PLANTEP (FEPT. ,HEPE . ,ETCJ 
r-iEF~P I C I I;E 
PC~ CrOP CULTIUA~OP 
F~Ol- 1 C:Pl]P CULT I '...iATC1P 
CCMBI NE, C;PAI N HEAD 
HriUL :;:, I:I ti 
AUCEP 
Cr-(:; ~-1 CU~; : ::; 
PUF?C:t-! fi :::;E IJ I t·iF' U T~::; 
-: .-. ~:: · 
'7 it. :-··-' 
5 .. :~:5 
!_ :riP~ f1 :t:LE !·iACH : t·!EP\' cu:;r:; 
INTErEST ON OPEPATING EXPENSE 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LA BOF:: 
FIXED MACH I NEPY COSTS 
TP>·:E::; Ot·~ L.At{D u=: 750 '·· ' ~i LUE . ..-ACPE ;:.·: 1 ~-;) 
I!·FEF:E::;T Dr·~ LAttD (::;. 75~~~ '·· 'AL!_IE.···ACPE :-·: ;:_:.;.; :! 
TOTAL F I~ED COSTS 




T;='TAL. co:::;T, E:<CEF'T O!..JEF:HEAD AltD i·1GT . 
Oi..IEPHEfiii f1tiD t·1At·!AGEt·IEt lT 
OUEPHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEME NT CHAPGE 
1 $ 0 . 30 X ESTI MATED YIELD) 
TCTAL C!._IEPHEAD At·m r-l flt"~AGEt•iEtF 
TOTAL COST PEP ACPE 
TOTAL DJST PEP UN IT OF PPODUCTI ON 
(BASED ON EST IMATED YIELD) 
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C-1 4 
EST!MATED 1980 COSTS PEP ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
WHEAT FOR GPRI N, CONTINUOUS CROPPED, DPYLAND 
CPOPLF"1 tfD f! CRE~::; 
r-=!CPE ~::; TH I ~::; C:POP 
E~PECTED YI ELD PEP ACRE 
F! t·E i'1!=tl !_It I I T:::; CiF cr:;::R2: H 1G 
--··-=' .-.. 
-.:· ( 1: i;_) 
FIELD CULT I '..!ATOP 
At 1H\'DF:ou ~::; APPL I CATOP 
C:Pfiit·1 DF:I LL 
:::;EED 
CC~B INE,GRAIN HE AD 
HfiUL :~ , BI!1 
tiUGEP 
cH::;H co ~:;r::; 
F'Ui-:CHA~::ED I t·WUT ~::; 
i~CF:Es.-· 
i-le!Uf: 
12 .. ;:::2 
UARJABLE MACH INERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
D I F::E:CT LF:::C!R 
.. _.· '·.·' .· ,. ,- , 
C•UPCHA~::; t:::=l 
I r·-iF' !JT~::; 
rt-iCIUtF !.IALUE 
~ , CiO 
,!.(; , OO 
0 ., 7 
~ • 121 l-IF<:; ;:. : ~ '::~ . OD.---· 1- -!F: :-: 1 . 2 ( Cli.IEF.:HEAD) ) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED MACH I NERY COSTS 
T:=C:C::; . ON LAt·m rs 750 UALUE/ ACRE X 1%) 
~ !FEF.:C::;T 0!1 U i tm ($ 750 UALUE/ ACRE X 6 %l 
TOTAL F!XED COSTS 
fCI Ti=t L co:::;T, E:<CEPT 0'-.'ERHEAD AtlD t·1GT. 
OUEPHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
CJ! _  IEF:I-- IEFID (TOTAL Cf:I ~:; H CO~::;r:::; >:: 5 ~-~ l 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
rs 0 . 15 X ESTIMATED YI ELDJ 
TOTRL OUEPHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEP ACRE 
TDTAL COST PEP UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTI MATED YIELD) 
;-- ,-!c·-r ·=· 
, _ _ , _ , ___ , i ·--· 
UAR IABLE FIXED TOT AL 
i c:-:-:• -: ,- ,.-, 
l. = ==·-.:· 
--- ..; ,-, 
. .:: " 1. ·=· 
-! •:.! ·:-.:. 
J. = _· :._ 
7 r.::::c.; 
: .. ·-'':-' 
--, ,. -. ~ 
c .. ·=·:' .-, .-, ,-=-
-.:. :0 -.:·-- ' 
:.+ ,. ( "~ 
,j, , ::::;J 
;:::. , CH~i 
:::: . ::::c; 
;~ .. 42 
:-:~ -::o ·: · 
,.._, " ; ·-· 
:~:::: .. '37 
- -;•-' i ;:::-
;" 1. . l-_l 
10~; ,. 12 
C: CL:' ._!,. ._1._ 1 
C- 15 
E~PECTED YIELD PEP ACRE 
nr! I HrlL Ut 1 I r::; OF CF'AZ I tK; 
f~CFr:::.·· 
HO Ur" r"4i'!OU!F i __ l ~lLUE l_lf"1PHlt:LE FI>ED TOT!~L 
CHI ~::EL 
FIELD CUL i I !.JfiTCI!·? 




·- ''--L. . ..i..• 
CC~BINE,CRAIN HEAD 
HtlUL :~ , :t: I jj 
rlUCEF: 
·:.:· ·:··=· 
:...... :I ;__J.._ 
::: ()7 
,_, .. ·-· i 
.-.. --·. 
l.J " !_:i 
INTEREST ON OPERATINC EXPENSE 
_:_ .. c~(1 
:-: • ..: C'" 
,_ ;" ..:.. _! 
·~ . 50 
;:: . • i.:'IO 
(TOT . UARIABLE COSTS X1 1. 0 % X 0 . 7 
TCTAL.. CA·::;H CD:::::r::; 
. __.,, ,-. ·, 
LABOR 
~ r::.-=•" ) 
D I FECT u =1B OF: 
1 . 2 HRS X $ 5 . 00/HP X 1 .2 (CIUERHEAD J) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
riXED MACH I NERY COSTS 
TFr-r::: on u:1r·m ( ~: 11 2':; !_IFiLIJC··· AcRE := : 1 ~-~) * 
I i"fiERE:::;T Ot-1 LAt·m ( $ 112':; !..IALUE.··ACPE :=< E/·;:: * 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OUERHEAD AND MGT. 
OUERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
01. IEPHEAD fTDTF! L CA~::; H CU:::r:=; >=: 5~~) 
MA NAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0 .15 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTfiL OI.IEPHEFiD AtlD to1A tiAGH1EtH 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
~5ASED on ESTIMATED YIELD) 
*Two years of production pay for thr ee years of interest and taxes 
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C-16 
ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PEP ACPE, CENTPAL NEBRASKA 
ESTABLISH ALFALFA, DPYLAND 
t.:.:~:2,. 0 
· =-~·0 .. [1 
E~PECTED YIELD PER ACPE 
ANI MAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
PUF:CH F1:::ED 
(; = Ci 
C!. !~I 
: hPUT::: l!ACH I !jE co:::r::: .JOI: C!!-·C•C"C .·· ''-'- -: -. i.. .. ·-··· 
HCI UP f=!r·!OUt-F !._lr-=tLUE lJriRIABLE FI>ED TOTAL 
TA!·!DEt'l DISC 
TAitDErl D I :::c 
BPDADCAST SPREADER 
•i f:--: i ·=· 
.:.. ,_, .. .._ ·-· 
? .. 50 
·~:F'F'EHDEF.: PEtiTAL 
SPIKE TOOTH HARROW 
UARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
... ,-., i:--i _;_ :I ,_,,.._. 
~ c:· -:or. 
.l. ·-· = ( ._ ! 
'··' -1 .-, 
,.·, j _ . c. ( Ci'..JEPHEAD) ) 
·rJTRL CASH COSTS t LABOR 
FI>-:ED CO::::::; 
F I >::ED t·1 ACH I t·JEF:\' 
TF!>-:E::; m·1 L.At·m 
I i-FERE::;T ot·1 L.f1t{D 
,. _.,.,_ 
;_.:;-
0 UAL UE/ACRE ~ 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
OUERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OUEPHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%l 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
(S 8.0 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OUEPHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
1 ~0 ! . 90 3.51 
n = :~~6 1 = sc1 
:. " 26 : = 25 
·:-·· ,-.,-=· ·-· = :_:; __ 
.i ~-1 = :....:-::1 
2 .00 
·i i.-::: ~ 
.i..,. ·-·.:. 
10 .. C1Ci 
2 = (1~5 
.; ;:;:- -:" C 
.i.. _ l .. i ._i 
1.0 • .. v-=: 
:5 ::~ = .:.19 
[S~I~A~ED 1~80 COSTS PEP ACRE, CENTRAL NE BRASKA 
E~PECTED ~IELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
Tf--JD IITC 
'·; ll '- ' ; ·-· 
C-17 
.-. ,-, 
c "' ·=· 
~-=:CPE~::; . ...-
~-!O UF: :=i i iOUrF !-.JAL!_![ !_ lfiF.: I ABLE F I >-:ED TOTAL 
SPIYE TOOTH HAPPOW 
U I r-cn=:O! ·.!EF: 
L·i I iiDF:m-jEF.: 
. :t:ALER ; FECULfiP 
:E: ALEP , F:EGULAR 
B:=iLEF:, t,::EGULAR 
( C:IJ~::; TOr·i OF' .. ) 
f ~=: u~::;TCJt·1 OF' .. ) 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 0 LABOR 
SHAPE OF SEEDI NG COSTS 
F!XED MACH!NEPY COSTS 
:-:-i 7 
>: .. • .. l 
• .. •;,,-. ·, 
i f"'.-: •• .i 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 750 UALUE/ACPE X 1%l 
rtnu=r::;T ON LA tiD :: $ 75C1 '- 'ALUE .-·· ACPE ::-:; 6~-;) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OUERHEAD AND MCT. 
OUERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OUERHEAD !TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
'~ 2 . 00 ~ ESTIMATED YIELDl 
TCTAL. O' .'EFHEAD ~itlD t·1At~f1GEt•IEtH 
TCTAL COST PEP ACPE 
TOTAL COST PEF UNI T OF PRODUCTION 
( :t;:=-f:E:Li 0! ~ c:;T I !·1FITED ';' I EL.D ) 
_.- .-... 
<::,:: = c.-_1 
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D-1 
DESCRIPTION OF NORTI-IEAST NEBRASKA BENGIMARK FARt-.1 
This fann is located in the rolling hills, with Loess, Moody-Crofton soils. 
Several enterprise budgets (center pivot irrigated corn and alfalfa seeding) are 
more typical of the sandy areas of Pierce, Antelope and Holt Counties. The 
remainder of the budgets for this area are for crops produced on the benchmark 
farm. 
Labor is usually supplied by the operator and his family. Some seasonal 
hired labor may be required sud1 as hauling grain and rogueing of soybeans. 












Two 1/4 section center pivots were budgeted on the sandy soils which is 
more typical west of highway 81. 
Machinery Inventory and Practices 
Tractor #1 100-110 hp diesel w/cab $29,746 
Tractor #2 70-80 hp diesel w/cab $26 ,966 
Disc 21 ' tandem $8 ,000 
Plow S-14', $3 ,910 assume 1/2 of corn land is plowed. 
Planter 4R - 38", $S , 3SO. I rig. sandy land used 6R- 30" $6 ,7 SO 
Fertilizer applicator - for dry or liquid materials, use custom bulk 
floater spreader. Anhydrous anunonia applicator and supply tank 
are rented from fertilizer supplier. 
Cultivator 4R mounted $2,800 
Rotary hoe 4R $2 , 200 , used when chemicals not applied, not 
included in practices 
High Boy or Aerial Spraying - custom hired for cornborer control 
Ground Sprayer lOR - 3S', $1 ,46S Pull type w/SOO gal. tank 
Combine Base unit, 4400 JD or equiv. $28 ,449, w/4R cornhead $8 ,SOO 
13' small grain head $3,01S and 10' pickup attachment $2 ,SOO. 
Assumes that custom combining will be done in addition to own 
acreage. Custom rates are used on sandy land center pivots. 
Hauling is done 1/3 by truck and 2/3 by wagons. Custom rates are used 
@ .07S/bu for rolling hills and @ .12/bu on sandy pivots. 
Drying is done in drying bin or batch dryer. Custom rates are used 
for cost. 
Auger w/PTO 8" - SO' $2 ,000 
Endgate Wagon Seeder - $3SO, for oats and alfalfa seeding. 
Drill - $3,000, Packer $2 ,000 
Swather- 14' self-propelled $18,000 or 12' pull-type $7 , 700 . 
Assume additional custom work will be done. 
Big Round Baler - $8 ,400, used on 420 Acres/year including some 
oat straw, including custom work. 
Stacker - 3 Ton cap. $11,800, used on SOO acres, incl. custom work 
Stack moving - Custom hire rates used. 
Conservation Tillage - 6R - 30" planter $7 ,SOO. This practice is 
considered by some farms and is treated as a separate budget . 
D-2 
ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NORTHEAST NEBRASKA 
CORN FOR GRAIN, CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED, DIESEL, SANDY SO IL 
C F~OPLAND ACI:::ES 
~~CF~ES THI S CRDP 
640.0 
264 .0 
EXPECTED YI ELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GR AZING 
140 . 0 




INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FI XED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 
ANHYD RO US APPLICATOR 
10 . 63 
4.91 
<MA CHI NE RENTED, TF~ACTOR OWNED) 
NITR OG EN ··- NH:3 
TANDEM DISC 
PL AN TER CFERT.,HERB . ,ETC) 
SEED, SI NGLE X 
8··-20-6·-5-1 
HEI:;:B IC IDE 
INSECTICIDE 
Lll~ N THRU SYSTM 
RO W CROP CULTIVATOR 
BROA DCA ST SPREADER 
18·- 46·- 0 
SUL -· PO·- MAG 
COMBI NE,CORN HEA D 
FEED WA GON <POW ER> 
TRUCK 
DR I E=~ F~ 












VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
OF' • ) 
OF' •) 
OP. ) 
OF' • ) 
OF' • ) 
:1.40. 00 16.80 
0 .33 18 .1!'.) 
200.00 24.00 
1.00 6.00 




<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0% X 0.7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
1.3 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 800 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ BOO VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT DVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH CDSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMEN T CHARGE 
< ~~ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIE'LD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
1 0 '"> . "- 1 
1. !:i2 1 
1 .02 1 
• 6!'.) 
'')I::-


























4?. 179 56.25 104.24 
94.19 
11 17.85 















ESTI MATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NORTHEAST NEBRASKA D-3 
CORN FOR GRAIN, CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED, ELEC., ROLLING HILLS 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
480.0 
132 .0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 





INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DI SC 10.63 
ANHYDROUS APPLICA TOR 6.87 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
APPLICATOR RENT 
NITROGEN - NH4 
TANDEM DISC 
PLANTER <FERT. ,HERB., ETC> 
SEED, SINGLE X 
10-:34- 0 
INSECTICIDE ' 
HERB I CIDE 
L H~ N THRU SYSTM 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 























1.09 1 . 87 
1.08 0.89 
1 .09 1.87 
2.39 3.38 
1.69 1.99 













3 . 68 
3.68 
13 . 75 
1 . 25 1. 25 












VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT . VARIABLE COSTS X11.0% X 0. 7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 2.0 HRS X$ 5 . 00/HR X 1 . 2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND C$1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1% ) 
INTEREST ON LAND C$1000 VALUE/ACRE X 6%> 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEME NT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%> 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD > 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MAN AGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNI T OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON EST IMATED YIELD> 
19. 50 19 . 50 
9 . 75 9 . 75 
36 .20 53.38 89.58 

















D-4 ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NORTHEAST NEBRASKA 
CORN FOR GRAIN, NON - IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
480.0 
240.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.87 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
NITROGEN - NH3 
APPLICATOR RENT 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 2.60 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
PLANTER <FERT.,HERB.,ETC) 4.29 




ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 4.64 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 4.64 
COMBINE,CORN HEAD 2.71 
SPRAYER <CUSTOM 
BORER SPRY 1/3 YR 
DRIER <CUSTOM 
TRUCK <CUSTOM 
GRAIN AUGER 8.57 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 











<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 7. X 0.7 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.9 HRS X $ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 17.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 67.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 57.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1.08 0.89 1.98 
9.60 
1.25 
1.09 1.87 2.97 
3.30 3.25 6.55 
1.09 1.87 2.97 





1.69 1.99 3.68 
1.69 1.99 3.68 






















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NORTHEAST NEBRASKA D-5 
CORN FOR GRAIN, CONSERVATION TILLAGE 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
480.0 
240.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.87 1.08 0.89 1.98 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
NITROGEN - NH3 100.00 12.00 12.00 
APPLICATOR RENT 1.00 1.25 1. 25 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 1.09 1.87 2.97 
PLANTER <FERT.,HERB.,ETC> 4.95 3.33 4.64 7.97 
SEED, 3X 0.20 10.00 10.00 
10-34-0 STRTR 125.00 14.37 14.37 
INSECTICIDE 1.00 8.00 8.00 
HERBICIDE 1.00 6.00 6.00 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.35 1.51 1.80 3.31 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.35 1.51 1.80 3.31 
SPRAYER 13.79 0.49 0.95 1.44 
2, 4-[1 1.00 1.50 1.50 
COMBINE,CORN HEAD 2.71 4.52 10.00 14.53 
SPRAYER <CUSTOM Of' • > 0.83 0.83 
BORER SPRY 1/3 YR 1.00 2.14 2.14 
DRIER <CUSTOM Of' •) 9.50 9.50 
TRUCK <CUSTOM Of' •) 5.63 5.63 





VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.7 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.4 HRS X f 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND (f 825 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND (f 825 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
(f 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 

















D- 6 ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER AC REr NORTHEAST NEBRASKA 
SO YBEANSr NON-IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
480.0 
100.0 
EX PECTED YIELD PER ACRE 




J OB ACRES/ 
HOUR 
INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 
MOLDBO ARD PLOW 
TA ND EM DI SC 
PLANT ER <FER T .rHERB.r ETC> 
SEED 
HER BIC I DE 
I NNOCULANT 
ROW CRO P CUL TI VA TO R 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 















VAR IABLE MACHINERY COSTS 





<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.6 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.7 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.30 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1.09 1.87 2.97 
3.54 3.72 7.26 
1.09 1.87 2.97 




1.69 1.99 3.68 
1.69 1.99 3.68 
4.03 10.02 14.05 
3.00 
2.25 

















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NORTHEAST NEBRASKA D-7 
SOYBEANS, CENTER P IVOT IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CRO P 
480.0 
100 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUN T VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 10. 63 1.09 1.87 2.97 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 2.60 3 .31 3.27 6.58 
TANDEM DISC 10 . 63 1.09 1.87 2 . 97 
PLANTER <FERT . ,HERB . ,ETC> 4. 29 2.39 3. 38 5.77 
SEED 1.00 9.00 9.00 
INNOCULANT 1.00 0.30 0.30 
HERBICIDE 1.00 7.50 7.50 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 4. 64 1.69 1.99 3.68 
COMBINE,GRAIN HEAD 2. 9 2 4.03 10.02 14.05 
BROADCAST SPREADER <CUSTOM OP.) 2.50 2.50 
PHOS., P205 30 . 00 7.50 7.50 
ROGUE LABOR 1.00 3.00 3.00 
TRUCK <CUSTOM OP.) 3.75 3.75 
IRRIGATE 6 IN. 3 .00 24 . 13 53.38 77.51 




PURCHASED INP UTS 
VARIABL E MA CHINERY COSTS 
INTERES T ON OPERAT I NG EXPENSE 
<TO T. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /. X 0 .6 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIF<ECT LABOR 
< 1.8 HRS X $ 5.00/ HR X 1. 2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABO R 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1 000 VA LUE /A CRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL F I XED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXC EPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
( $ 0.30 X EST I MATED YI ELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UN IT OF PRODUCTION 

















D-8 ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NORTHEAST NEBRASKA 
OATS, NON-IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
480.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
BROADCAST SEEDER 9.72 
SEED 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
SPIKE TOOTH HARROW ***** WINDROWER 2.29 
COMBINE,PICKUP 2.55 
BROADCAST SPREADER <CUSTOM 
30-10-·0 
TRUCK <CUSTOM 
GRAIN AUGER 8.57 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 





<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.3 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.2 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.08 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1.09 1.87 2.97 
0.70 1.31 2.01 
7.00 
1.09 1.87 2.97 
0.01 0.83 0.84 
3.25 4.72 7.97 





















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NORTHEAST NEBRASKSA 
D-9 
OATS CHOP WITH SPRING ALFALFA SEEDING* 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CF\OP 
480.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 







SPIKE TOOTH HARROW 
WINDF\OWER 
BROADCAST SPREADER 
















VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 







<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.3 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 0.9 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.08 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1.09 1.87 2.97 
0.70 1.31 2.01 
7.00 
1.09 1.87 2.9? 
0.70 1.31 2.01 
27.00 
0.50 1.86 2.36 





















D-10 ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NORTHEAST NEBRASKA 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
ALFALFA SEEDING COST SHARE WITH OATS 
480.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMO UNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
GRAIN DRILL 3.52 
ALFALFA SEED 12 . 00 27.00 
SPIKE TOOTH HARROW 8.30 
BROADCAST SPREADER <CUSTOM OF' • > 




VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 1.0 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 0.4 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD> > 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 0 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 0 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEME NT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
2. 47 4.62 7.09 
27.00 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACREr NORTHEAST NEBRASKA 
ALFALFA ESTABLISHMENT, SANDY SOIL, FALL SEEDING 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
480.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 







INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOT AL 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
GRAIN DRILL 3.52 
ALFALFA SEED 12.00 27.00 
ROLLER OR PACKER 4.36 
BROADCAST SPREADER <CUSTOM OP.) 
18- 46- 0 100.00 14.00 




VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0% X 0.5 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 0.7 HRS X S 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 0 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 0 VA~UE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%> 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
1 . 09 1.87 2 .97 
1.09 1 .87 2.97 
2 .47 4.62 7.09 
27.00 
1.41 4.21 5 . 63 
2 .50 2 .50 
14 . 00 
3 . 00 
44.00 
8. 5 7 
2.89 






12 . 58 





D-12 ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, NORTHEAST NEBRASKA 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
ALFALFA HAY, LARGE ROUND BALER 
480.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 









BALER,GIANT 13 .55 
TWINE 
BROADCAST SPREADER <CUSTOM 
P205, ALT. YRS 
BALE MOVING 4/AC. 1.50 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 






<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 1.0 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.9 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
SHARE OF SEEDING COSTS 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ~STIMATED YIELD) 
2.82 4.68 7.50 
1.04 2.66 3.69 
0.16 
2.82 4.68 7.50 
1.04 2.66 3.69 
0.16 
2 .82 4.68 7.50 
1.04 2.66 3.69 
0.16 
1.25 1 '")1:" .... ~ 
5.00 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACREr NORTHEAST NEBRASKA D-13 
ALFALFA HAYr FIELD STACKER 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
480.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
WINDROWER 4.07 
FIELD LOAF STACKER 3T 2.88 
WINDROWER 4.07 
FIELD LOAF STACKER 3T 2.88 
WINDROWER 4.07 
FIELD LOAF STACKER 3T 2.88 
BROADCAST SPREADER <CUSTOM 
P205r ALT. YRS 
STACK HOVER <CUSTOM 
STACK MOVER <CUSTOM 
STACK MOVER <CUSTOM 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 






<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 1.0 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.8 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
SHARE OF SEEDING COSTS 
FIXED COSTS 
FfXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 825 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
2.66 4.00 6.66 
3.58 5.34 8.92 
2.66 4.00 6.66 
3.58 5.34 8.92 
2.66 4.00 6.66 
























DESCRIPTION OF EASTERN NEBRASKA BENrnMARK FARM 
Most farms in this area have only 3-4 crop enterprises depending upon soils, 
acquired machinery, grain or feed storage, livestock program, labor available 
or off farm interests. The acreage listed is considered typical for those 
who produce that crop. The acreages shown are those typical of each enterprise. 
t\Tot all of these crops would be grown on every farm every year. Thus, the 
above list of crop acres total more than the acres in the farm. 
The soils in this region are flat to rolling Glaciated of Sharpsburg-
Marshall-Shelby with Loess parent material. 
Labor is usually supplied by operator and family . Some seasonal hired 
labor may be required such as hauling grain and rogueing soybeans . 












Machinery Inventory and Practices 




roads & waste 
Tractor #1 - 120-130 hp diesel w/cab $35 ,350 
Tractor #2 - 80-100 hp diesel w/cab $26 ,966 
Plow - 5-14" $3 ,900 used on wheat:t.and 
Chisel Plow - 12', $3,200 
Anhydrous ammonia applicator - rented from supplier 
Tandem Disc- 19', $7 ,500 





Spiketooth harrow 4-section, 24', $1 ,070. May be used in same 
operation as pulled with disc on second-time prior to wheat planting. 
Planter-lister 4R - 36" w/attadunents, $5,350 
Grain drill 13' - 23 shoe, $5 ,000, (shared mvnership) 
Cul ti va tor 4R 36'', $2} 800 
Combine - Base unit 4400 JD or equivalent $28 , 450 , with 4R -
36" cornhead $8 ,500 and 13' small grain platform $3, 400. 
Assume that custom combining will be done in addition to own acreage. 
Grain bin drying or batch dryer-use custom rate for costs. 
Grain auger w/PTO - 8" - 50', $2 ,000 
Highboy or aerial spraying - custom hired 
Ground Sprayer - lOR, 3 pt. hitch, w/200 gal. tank, $830 
Hauling is done by hiring truck with driver or with the use of 
at least two wagons . 
Swather- 12' pull type, $7 , 700 500 acres annual use (custom) 
Baler - 1500# round bale, $8 , 400 500 acres annual use (custom) 
Bale mover- 3T cap., $3 , 765 500 acres annual use (custom) 
D-15 
ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACREr EASTERN NEBRASKA 
CORN FOR GRAIN, NON - IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
500.0 
250.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
85.0 
,.) 1::-




INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 













ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 






















VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 














<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.8 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND C$1100 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1100 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVE_RHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 























































D-16 . ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, EASTERN NEBRASKA 
GRAIN SORGHUM, NON - IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
500.0 
150.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
80 . 0 




INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 9.62 1.31 2.03 3.35 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.87 1.30 1.06 2.36 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED) 
APPLICATOR RENT 1.00 1.25 1.25 
NITROGEN - NH3 80.00 9.60 9.60 
TANDEM DISC 9.62 1.31 2.03 3.35 
PLANTEF~ <FERT. ,HERB . ,ETC>· 3.96 2.37 2.99 5.35 
SEED 5.00 2.50 2.50 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 4.28 1.91 2.10 4.00 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 4.28 1.9]. 2. 10 4.00 
SPRAYER 11.82 0.61 1.09 1. 71 
HERBICIDE 1.00 2.50 2.50 
COMBINE,GRAIN HEAD 2.92 3.14 6.03 9.17 
TRUCK <CUSTOM OP.) 6.00 6.00 
DRIER <CUSTOM OP. > 4.80 4.80 
DRY 1/2 CROP 





VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.6 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.6 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1100 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1100 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, EASTERN NEBRASKA 
SOYBEANS, NON-IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
500.0 
125.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 9.62 
TANDEM DISC 9.62 




ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 4.28 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 4.28 
COMBINE,GRAIN HEAD 2.92 
ROGUE LABOR 
TRUCK <CUSTOM OP.> 
GRAIN AUGER 12.00 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 





<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 Z X 0.6 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
D!RECT LABOR 
< 1.4 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXtD MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1100 VALUE/ACRE X 1%> 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1100 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.30 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1.31 2.03 
1.31 2.03 



































ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, EASTERN NEBRASKA 
WHEAT, CON TINUOUS 
CROP LAND ACRES 
ACR ES THIS CROP 
5 00.0 
50.0 
EXPE CTED YI ELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MO LDBO ARD PLOW 2 .26 
BROAD CAST SPREADER 16.20 
<MACHINE REN TED, TRACTOR OWN ED> 
SPREADER RENT 
18- 46- 0 STRTR 
TANDEM DISC 9.62 
TANDEM DI SC 9.62 
SP IKE TOOTH HARROW ***** GRAIN DRILL 4.22 
SEED + TRTMNT 
BROA DC AST SPREADER 16.20 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOF~ OWNED> 
SPREADER RENT 
NITROGEN - N04 
CO MB I NE, GRAIN HEAD 2 . 9 2 
TRUCK <CUSTOM OP.) 
GRAIN AUGER 10.00 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
I NTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
1.00 1.25 




<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LA BOR 
DIRECT LAB OR 
< 1. 5 HRS X $ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FI XED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND C$1100 VALUE/ACRE X 1/. ) 
INTEREST ON LAND C$1100 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARG E 
C$ 0 .1 5 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
4.62 4 . 59 9.21 
0.41 0.4 1 0.82 
1. 25 
10 .50 
1.31 2. 0 ~3 3 .35 
1.31 2.03 3 .35 
0.01 1.33 1.34 
2.06 3.40 5.46 
5.62 
0.41 0 . 41 0.82 
1.25 
6.60 
~3 . 14 6.03 9.17 
3.38 3.38 

















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, EASTERN NEBRASKA 
CROPLA ND ACRES 
ACRE S THIS CROP 
ALFALFA ES TAB LISHME NT, FALL SEEDED 
500 .0 
25.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 







INPUTS MACHIN E COSTS 
AMO UNT VALUE VARI ABLE FIXED TOTAL 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TANDEM DISC 9.62 
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.20 
<MACHINE RE NTED, TRACTO R OWNED> 
SPREADEH RE NT 1.00 1.25 
PHOS - P205 60.00 15.00 
TANDEM DISC 9.62 
SPIKE TOOTH HARROW ***** GI::.:AIN DRILL 4. 22 
SEED 12.00 27.00 
INNOCULANT 1.00 0.50 




VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.5 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 0.7 HRS X$ 5.00/ HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TO TAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHIN ERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($ 0 VALUE / ACRE X 1/. ) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 0 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL F IXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
1.31 2 .03 3 . 35 
0.41 0.41 0.82 
1.25 
15.00 
1.31 2.03 3.35 
0.01 0.66 0.67 
2 .06 3.40 5.46 
27.00 
0.50 
















D-20 ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, EASTERN NEBRASKA 
ALFALFA HAY, LARGE ROUND BALER 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
500.0 
25.0 
EXP ECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.20 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
SPREADER RENT 












BALE LOADER 18.04 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 






<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 1.0 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.7 HRS X $ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
SHARE OF SEEDING COSTS 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1100 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1100 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
0.41 0.41 0.82 
1.25 
5.00 
2.86 4.28 7.14 
1.48 3.27 4.75 
0.18 
0.59 1.39 1.99 
2.86 4.28 7.14 
1.48 3.27 4.75 
0.18 
0.59 1.39 1.99 
2.86 4.28 7.14 
1.48 3.27 4.75 
0.18 



















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACREr EASTERN NEBRASKA 
ALFALFA HAYr FIELD STACKER 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
500.0 
25.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.20 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
SPREADER RENT 




FIELD LOAF STACKER 3T <CUSTOM 
FIELD LOAF STACKER 3T <CUSTOM 
FIELD LOAF STACKER 3T <CUSTOM 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 






<TGT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 Z X 1.0 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.0 HRS X $ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
SHARE OF SEEDING COSTS 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1100 VALUE/ACRE X 1Z> 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1100 VALUE/ACRE X 6Z) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5Z) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
0.41 0.41 0.82 
1.25 
5.00 
2.86 4.28 7.14 
2.86 4.28 7.14 
2.86 4.28 7.14 
10.20 10.20 
10.20 10.20 



















ESTI MAT ED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE , EASTERN NEBRASKA 
AL FALF A HAY, CO NV ENT I ONAL BALER, CUSTOM HIRE 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
500.0 
25.0 
EXPEC TED YI ELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
PURCHAS ED 




INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALU E VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.20 
<MA CHINE RENT ED, TRACTOR OWNED) 
SPREADER RENT 
PHOS. - P205 
WI NDF\OWEf( <CUS TOM 
BA LEF\, F~ E GLILAF~ < CLISTClM 
BAL E LOADER <CUSTOM 
WI NDF~OWER <C USTOM 
BAL.ER ,REGLILAR <CUSTOM 
BALE LOADEF\ <C USTOM 
WI NDROWEF~ <CUS TOM 
BALER, REGLILAR <CUSTOM 
BAL E LOADER <CUSTOM 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
I NTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
OP.) 
OP . ) 
OF' • ) 
OP. > 
OF' • ) 
OF' •) 
OF' • ) 






<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 1.0 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LA BOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 0.1 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
SHARE OF SEE DING COSTS 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1100 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
I NTEF\EST ON LAND ($1100 VALLIE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEF\HEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
<S 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 



























7 . 14 
6.25 










DESCRIPTION OF SOU1HEAST NEBRASKA BE GIMARK FARM 
Most farms in this area have only 3-4 crop enterprises depending on soils, 
acquired machinery, grain or feed storage, livestock program, labor available 
or off farm interests. The acreage listed is typical for those who produce 
that crop. One hundred and thirty-three acres of irrigated corn by center-
pivot would replace the acres of grain sorghum or wheat . 
The soils in this region are flat to rolling hills of Loess and Shale 
parent materials, consisting of Crete, Fillmore, Wymore, and Pawnee soil 
associations. 
Labor is usually supplied by operator and family. Some seasonal hired 
labor may be required such as hauling grain either by truck or wagons from 
fields a 
Some tillage field work (disc 1 x or chisel) expects to be done in fall 
after last crop is harvested in preparation f or following year crop . 














Tractor #1 - 135-140 hp diesel w/ cab $35,350 




Tractor #3 - 30-50 hp quite used , for loader & PTO use only 
Tandem disc- 21', $8 , 000 
Plow 5-16", $4,000 
Anhydrous ammonia applicator - 21' , 3 pt . mounted, 7 shanks, $3,196, 
Tank rented from fertilizer supplier. 
Dry fertilizer spreader rented from supplier. 
Field cultivator - 22' pull-type w/harrow & lift cyl . $6 , 965 
Spiketooth harrow - 24 ' 4-section, $1 , 070 
Planter - 6R, 30" w/ furrow openers $6 , 7 50 
Field Sprayer - lOR, 30 ' boom, mounted, w/200 gal. tank , $829 
Cultivator- 6R, 30", $2 , 900 
Grain drill - 10.5' , 7" 18 hole, $5, 000 
Combine - Base unit, 6620 JD diesel or equiv. w/cab & a/C $49 , 000, 
13' Grain Head w/pickup reel, $4 , 600 , and 6R - 30" cornhead, $ll,OOO . 
Assumes that some custom work will be done in addition to own acreage . 
Truck - hauling charge will be custom rates @ . 075 per bu. 
for use of truck and driver. 
Grain dryer - custom rates will be used @ • 06 per bushel with 
assumption that 50% of grain will be field dried. 
Forage harvester - Field chopper and hauling of silage will be charged 
at prevailing custom rates. 
D-24 
ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACREr SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA 
CORN FOR GRAINr CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED, ELECTRIC 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
600.0 
132.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.87 
NITROGEN - NH3 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 8.96 
PLANTER CFERT.rHERB.rETC> 4.95 




ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.35 
COMBINEr CORN HEAD 3.13 
SPRAYER <CUSTOM 
BORER SPRY 1/3 YR 
TRUCK <CUSTOM 
IRRIGATE 9 IN. 3.75 
GRAIN AUGER 5.00 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 









CTOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /. X 0.7 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
C 1.6 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND C$1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND C$1000 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COSTr EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
C$ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
1.29 2.19 3.48 
1.55 2.07 3.62 
18.00 
1.29 2.19 3.48 
1.97 2.97 4.94 





2.14 2.35 4.48 




36.20 53.38 89.58 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACREr SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA 
S ILAGE FROM IRRIGATED CORN 
CROP LAND ACR ES 
ACF\ES THIS CFWP 
600.0 
30.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 




J OB ACRES/ 
HOUR 
INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TANDEM DI SC 10.63 
ANHYDROUS AP PLICATOR 6.87 
NITROGEN - NH3 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 8.96 
PLANTER <FERT.rHERB.rETC) 4.95 
SEED, SINGLE X 
18 - 46-0 STRTR 
INSECTICIDE 
HERBICIDE 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.35 
FORAGE CHOPPER <CUSTOM 
HAULING 
IRRIGATE 9 IN. 3.75 
SILAGE BLOWER 3.00 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
150.00 18.00 






<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.5 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.4 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND CS1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND CS1000 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
1.29 2.19 3.48 
1. 55 2.07 3.62 
18.00 
1. 29 2 .19 3.48 
1.95 2 . 94 4.90 





2.14 2.35 4.48 
25.00 25.00 
8.00 
36.20 53.38 89.58 


















ESTIM ATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA 
CORN FOR GRAIN, NON - IRRIGATED 
CROPLA ND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
600.0 
100.0 
EXP ECT ED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VAR I ABLE FIXED TOTAL 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.87 
NITROGEN - NH3 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
FIELD CU LTIVATOR 8. 96 
PLANTER <FERT.,HERB.,ETC) 4.95 
SEED, 3X 
18- 46- 0 STR TR 
INSECTICIDE 
HERBICIDE 
ROW CROP CULTI VAT OR 5.35 
SPRAY ER 11.82 
BA N VEL 
CO MBIN E,CO RN HEAD <CUSTO M 
TRUCK <C USTOM 
GRAIN AU GER 7.50 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
100 . 00 12.00 
0 .17 8.50 
30.00 4.20 
1.00 8.00 




<TOT. VARIAB LE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.7 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.1 HRS X $ 5. 00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FI XED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1000 VAL UE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMEN T CHARGE 
($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGE MENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIM ATED YIELD> 
1.29 2.19 3 .48 
1.55 2.07 3.62 
12.00 
1. 29 2.19 3.48 
1.97 2.97 4.94 





2.14 2.35 4 . 48 
0.69 0.82 1.51 
4.00 
16.25 16.25 
6.38 6 .38 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA 
GRAIN SORGHUM, NON-IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACF"\ES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
600.0 
350.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.87 
NITROGEN - NH3 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 8.96 
PLANTEF\ CFERT.,HERB.,ETC> 4.95 
SEED 
HERBICIDE 
SF'F"\A YER 11.82 
2,4- D 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.35 
COMBINE,GRAIN HEAD 3.38 
TRUCK <CUSTOM 
GRAIN AUGER 10.00 
DRY l./2 CROP 20.00 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 






<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.6 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.4 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND C$1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND C$1000 · VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
1.29 2.19 3.48 
1.55 2.07 3.62 
9.60 
1.29 2.19 3.48 
1.97 2.97 4.94 
2.!33 3.79 6.61 
2.50 
6.00 
0.69 0 . !32 1.51 
1.50 
2.14 2.35 4.48 




J •.:.. .J 
0.14 0.70 0.84 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA 
SILAGE FROM DRYLAND FORAGE SORGHUM 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
600.0 
30.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 




















VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 









CTOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 0.5 YRS.> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
C 1.1 HRS X S 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND C$1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND C$1000 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
CS 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1.29 2.19 
1.55 2.0"7 



































EST I MATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA 
SOYBEANS, NON - IRRIGATED 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
600.0 
50.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 




. .JOB ACRES/ 
HOUR 
INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
TAND EM DI SC 10.63 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 8.15 





ROW CROP CU LTIVATOR 5.35 
COMBINEr GRAIN HEAD 3.38 
TRUCK <CUSTOM 
ROGUE LABOR 
GRAIN AUG ER 12.00 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABL E MACHINERY COSTS 






<TOT . VARIABLE COSTS X1 1. 0 /.X 0.6 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 1.2 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1000 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAG EMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
C$ 0.30 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BAS ED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
1.29 2.19 3.48 
1.29 2.19 3.48 
2.07 3.05 5.12 
2.83 3.79 6.61 
9.00 
0.30 
0.69 0.82 1.51 
15.00 
2.14 2.35 4.48 
3.70 8.24 11.94 
2.25 2.25 
3.00 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACREr SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA 
WHEAT, CONTINUOUS 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
600.0 
150.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
MOLDBOARD PLOW 2.60 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 8.15 
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.20 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
SPREADER RENT 
18-46--0 
GRAI·N DRILL 3. 6 1'l 
SEED + TRTMNT 
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.20 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOF\ OWNED> 
SPREADER RENT 
NITROGEN - N04 
COMBINEr GRAIN HEAD 3.38 
TRUCK <CUSTOM OF' •) 
GRAIN AUGER 10.00 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 






<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0% X 0.8 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.4 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEF\Y COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1000 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.15 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD> 
4 '")r.:-. ..._._, 4.41 8.65 
1.29 2.19 3.48 
2.07 3.05 5.12 
0.49 0.46 0.94 
1.25 
9.80 
2.60 3.70 6.30 
5.62 
0.49 0.46 0.94 
1.25 
9.90 
3.70 8.24 11.94 
2.63 2.63 



















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA 
OATS, NON-I RRIGATED 
CR OPLAND ACRES 
ACF~ES THIS Cf\OP 
600.0 
30.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.20 
<MACHINE RENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
SPF~EADEf~ RENT 
50tN, 30=tP MXD 
1.00 1.25 
1.00 18.50 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 8.15 
GRAIN DRILL 3.69 
SEED 2.00 4.00 
COMBINE,GRAIN HEAD 3.38 





VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
<TOT . VARIABLE COSTS X11 . 0% X 0 . 3 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DH~ECT LABOR 
( 1.0 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND ($1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1000 VALUE/ACRE X 6%) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 0.08 X ESTIMATED YIELD> 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PROD UCTIO N 
















3 . 48 
3.48 


















ESTIMATED 1980 COSTS PER ACRE, SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA 
CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP 
ALFALFA, LARGE ROUND BALER 
600.0 
20.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 






INPUTS MACHINE COSTS 
AMOUNT VALUE VARIABLE FIXED TOTAL 
BROADCAST SPREADER 16.20 
<MACHINE F.:ENTED, TRACTOR OWNED> 
SPREADER RENT 
PHOS. ·- P205 
SELF~PROPELLED WINDROWER <CUSTOM 
BALER,GIANT <CUSTOM 
SELF-PROPELLED WINDROWER <CUSTOM 
BALEF\, GIANT <CUSTOM 
SELF-PROPELLED WINDROWER <CUSTOM 
BALER,GIANT <CUSTOM 
BALE MOVING 6.00 
BALE MOVING 6.00 
BALE MOVING 6.00 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED INPUTS 
VARIABLE MACHINERY COSTS 









<TOT. VARIABLE COSTS X11.0 /.X 1.0 YRS.) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
< 0.6 HRS X$ 5.00/HR X 1.2 <OVERHEAD>> 
TOTAL CASH COSTS & LABOR 
SHARE OF SEEDING COSTS 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
TAXES ON LAND C$1000 VALUE/ACRE X 1/.) 
INTEREST ON LAND C$1000 VALUE/ACRE X 6/.) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD <TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5/.) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE 
($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
<BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 









0.10 0.90 1.00 
0.10 0.90 1.00 


















ESTIMATED COSTS OF MAINTAINING DAIRY HERDS!/ 
PER COW, EASTER1 NEBRASKA 
(60 COWS , INCLUDING REPLACEMENTS , DRYLOT SYSTEM) 
Costs 16 , 000 lbs/Cow 
Quantity 
Feed Concentrate- cows 6, 000 lbs 
DJllars 
$360 . 00 
24 . 00 
220.00 
65.00 
hfrs 400 lbs 
Hay equivalent- cows 4. 4 Tons 
hfrs 1. 3 Tons 
Total Feed Costs 
Bedding 
Milk Hauling @ . 56 Cwt 
Breeding fees 
Fuel & Oil - tractor & mach . 
Interest on cattle @ 11% 
Interest on feed & operating exp . 
DHIA fee & other records 
Veterinary & medicine 
Utilities 
Supplies 
Repairs -buil dings & equipment 
Insurance on cattle @ $2 . 50/1 , 000 
Total "cash" costs 
I£ath Loss @ 3% 
Labor - 55 Hrs . @ $5 . 00 
Total feed , "cash" costs , 
death loss , and labor 
Fixed costs on facilities 
and equipment 
Total costs except 
overhead and management 
Overhead - 5% of cash costs 
Management - 4% of total receipts 
Total all costs 
Credit for sale of: 
. 3 cull cows 
. 06 cull heifers 
.53 day-old calves 
Net cost of producing milk/cow 
Total 
Per cwt . 
Net cost of milk production/cwt . 
when overhead , management , 
$669 . 00 
12 . 00 
89 . 60 
18.00 
18. 59 
273 . 00 
65 . 63 
18 . 00 
20 . 00 
29 . 00 
22 . 00 
17 . 90 
6 . 21 
$589.93 
74 . 46 
275 . 00 
1,608 . 39 
133. 23 
$1 '741. 62 
29 . 49 
88.91 
$1,860 -02 
135 . 00 
48 . 00 
39 . 75 
$1,637 . 27 
$10 . 23 
Milk Production Level 
13,000 lbs/Cow 
Quantity DJllars 
5,000 lbs $300 . 00 
400 lbs 24 . 00 
4. 6 Tons 
1.3 Tons 
230 . 00 
65 . 00 
$619 . 00 
12 . 00 
72 . 80 
14 . 00 
18 . 59 
221.27 
58 . 55 
15.00 
20 . 00 
27 . 00 
22 . 00 




275 . 00 
1 , 458 . 49 
133. 23 
$1 ' 591. 72 
25.21 
73 . 67 
$1 , 690 . 60 
135 . 00 
42 . 00 
39 . 75 
$1 , 473 . 85 
$11.33 
E- 1 
10 , 000 lbs/Cow 
Quantity DJllars 
4,000 lbs $240 . 00 
400 lbs 24 . 00 
4. 8 Tons 
1. 3 Tons 
240.00 
65 . 00 
$569 . 00 
12.00 
56 . 00 
10 . 00 
18 . 59 
185 . 35 
52 . 42 
15 . 00 
18 . 00 
25 . 00 
22.00 
17 . 90 
4 . 21 
$436 . 47 
50 . 55 
275.00 
13,331.02 
133 . 23 
$1 , 464 . 25 
21.82 
58 . 43 
$1,544 . 50 
135.00 
36.00 
39 . 75 
$1 , 333 . 75 
$13.34 
and labor is excluded $7 . 77 $8 . 46 $9.79 
!/The basic dairy production costs were obtained from data collected from State and 
Area Dairy Specialists together with commercial feed companies and dairy producers . 
DJn Kubik , District Dairy Specialis t, Northeast Station represented the ebraska 




A listing of the basic assumptions is necessary for understanding how 
the figures were obtained in order to relate them to any operation. The 
budgets were first developed on a per head basis, followed by the development 
of 100 ewe farm flock costs. 
The assumptions are as follows: 
1. The prices used are sho~vn on the budget sheet. 
2. All minor costs were allocated to the ewe. 
3. Overhead was charged at 5% of costs. 
4. $2.00 per head was allocated as a management charge. 
5. A 2% death charge was allocated to the cost of the ram. 
6. The 2% death rate was considered as a loss of revenue when culled 
ewes were sold. 
7. A 20% replacement was assumed. 
8. It was assumed that at sale time, cull ewes were sold and the 
replacement stock went directly into the flock. 
9. It was assumed that all replacement ewes would be acceptable and 
no additional animals would be carried over. 
10. Three rams per 100 ewes was assumed. 
11. It was assumed that animals would be grazed from May 1st to 
December 1st, and then would be placed in a dry lot. 
12. The average age of the lamb at marketing was 120 days. 
13. It was assumed the lamb grazed for 2 months. 
14. The ration for the lamb was a pelleted feed consisting of 40% alfalfa, 
55% corn, and 5% oats. 
SHEEP BUDGET PER HEAD 
Corn ($2.50/bu. ) 
Ewe .6#/day Jan 15-May 1 
Ram . 5#/day Dec 1-May 1 
Lamb pellets @ $126/T 
1. 5#/ day 110 days 
Alfalfa hay ($50 /T) 
Ewe 3 . 8#/day Dec 1- Feb 15 
Ewe 5.2#/day Feb 15-May 1 
Ram 4#/day Dec 1-May 1 
Breeding charges (includes 
depreciation & dea th) 
Other charges 
Shearing 
Vet. & Drugs 
Bldg . (repair, impvt ., taxest depr.) 
Equipment ( repair, impvt., taxes, depr.) 
Marketing and Transpor t ation 
Supplies 
Interest on Variab l e Costs 
Interest on Ewe 
Interest on Ram 
Land charges 
Ewe (0 . 2 aum, 7 mo., $11 ) 
Ram (0 . 3 aum, 7 mo., $11) 
Lambs (0 . 1 aum, 2 mo . , $11) 
Interest on land 
SUBTOTAL 













































COSTS AND BREAKEVEN PRICE FOR 100 EWE OPERATION 
AT DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF FAT LAMBS SOLD* 
115% 130% 145% 160% 
Fat Lambs Fat Lambs Fat Lambs Fat Lambs 
Sold Sold Sold Sold 
Non Land Cost 
Ewes $3658.00 $3658.00 $3658.00 $3658.00 
Lambs 1291.45 1459.90 1628.35 1796.80 
Rams 287.85 287.85 278.85 287.85 
Subtotal $5237.30 $5405.75 $5574.20 $5742.65 
Land Costs 
Ewe $1648.00 $1648.00 $1648.00 $1648.00 
Lamb 270.25 305.50 340.75 376.00 
Ram 74.16 74.16 74.16 74.16 
Subtotal Land Costs $1992.41 $2027.66 $2062.91 $2098.16 
Overhead & Management 
Ewes $465.00 $465.00 $465.00 $465.00 
Lambs 78.20 88.40 98.60 108.00 
Rams 13.14 13.14 13.14 13.14 
Subtotal Overh. & Mgt. $556.34 $566.54 $576.74 $586.14 
Total Costs $7786.05 $7999.95 $8213.85 $8426.95 
Estimated Breakeven 
Price/Cwt. Lambs** $63.00 $56.00 $50.00 $46.00 
* 20% Replacement, 2% death loss. 
** Breakeven analysis included estimated revenue from the sale of such 
items as, wool from ewes and rams, culled ewes and rams, etc. 
ESTIMATED COSTS - SWINE PRODUCTION 
Feed 
Corn ($2.50/bu) 
Soybean Meal ($200/T) 
Vit,, Min., Salt, etc. 
Baby Pig Feed 
Total Feed Cost 
Sow & 2 Litters Sow & 2 Litters 




( 186 /1) 
(48 bu) 
(640 // ) 























23.54/cwt 15. 11/pig 21.05/ cwt gain 
Buildings and Equipment 
Labor ($5.00/hr) 
Depreciation & Death Loss 
on Breeding Stock 
Veterinary & Medicine 
Utilities 
Marketing & Transportation 
Interest, 11% 
Feed Processing ($6/T) 
Death Loss--Feeder Pigs 
Miscellaneous 












Non-feed Cost per Unit Produced 17.86/cwt 
Cost of Feeder Pig 
Total Costs, Except 













































EXPLANATION OF ESTIMATED SWINE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS 
1. Feed r equirements reflect an average feed conversion rate of 4.1 pounds of 
feed per pound of hog sold for the farrow-to-finish operation, and 3 .8 pounds 
of feed per pound of gain in the finishing operation. 
A 16% protein ration is fed to pigs from 20-60# , and a 14% protein ration is 
f ed from 60-225#. 
A feed processing charge of $6.00/ton is used. 
2. Buildings & equipment--
a. An environment-regulated farrowing ho use with farrowing crates and 
slotted floor, used 6 times per year . 
b. An environment-regulated nursery with slotted f loor. 
c. A modified-open-front finishing fa cili t y , used for 3 batches per year. 
d. Modest sow shelters. 
Costs used for these facilities represent something less than 1979-80 
turn-key prices, as the average producer probably has a mixture of new 
and older facili ties. Investment costs used in these budgets were: 
Farrow~ng house $1,600 per sow space; Nursery $600 per sow unit; 
Finishing facility $90 per pig space; and Sow facility $70 per sow. 
3. Labor--Considering the automated facilities, labor requirements of 17.5 hrs. 
per sow and 2 litters to 40#, and 0.65 hr. per pig for finishing were used. 
A trade-off exists between building costs and labor. 
facilities would no doubt have a significantly higher 
Thus, the total costs of produc tion here might not be 
different systems of production. 
A producer with modest 
labor requirement. 
greatly different for 
ESTIMATED COSTS PER COW UNIT, BEEF COW HERD, 
RANCH AREA 1980, (INCLUDES REPLACEMENTS) 
Winter Grazing with Minimum Hay: 
Feed : 




Grain (1 hfr/5 cows) 
Salt & minera l 
Feed cost 
Other cash costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Marketing 
Cash cost bldgs . & equip . 
Quantity 




1. 6 bu/hfr 
Int. on animals (ave . value over life) 
Int. on fee d 
Misc. cash costs 







5. 6 cwt x 1. 20 
$650. X .11 

















Depreciation on bu ll ($1, 500 - 840 ) t 80 cows bred 8.25 
Death loss $650. x .01 6.50 
Labor 5.25 hrs. x $5.00 26.25 
Total: Feed, cash, depr., death loss, labor 
Fixed costs bl dg. & equip. 
Overhead 
t-1anagement 
Total: All costs 
Credits : 
Cull cow sales 
Cull heifer 
Cull bull 
Tota l credits : 
Net cost/cow unit 
Calves weaned/cow 
Net cost/calf produces 
Net cost/ca lf sold 
.16/cow x 950# x $.50 
.04/cow x 700# x .70 














Net cost/cwt. calf sold 
115.51 106.62 99 .01 
400 101.07 93.29 86 . 63 
450 89.84 82.93 77.01 
500 80.86 74.64 69.31 
550 73. 51 67.85 63.01 

















For each 100 cows: 16 replaced annual ly, 20 heifer calves retained, 4 cull 
heifers sold, 1 bull per 20 cows, 7.5 aum•s of winter 
fo rage/cow unit and 9.0 aum•s of summer forage, 650 lbs. 
of hay = 1 aum. 
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ESTIMATED COSTS PER COW UNIT, BEEF COW HERD, 
RANCH AREA 1980, (INCLUDES REPLACEMENTS) 






Grain (1 hfr/15 cows) 
Salt & mineral 
Feed cost 
Other cash costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Marketing 
Cash costs bldgs. & equip. 
Int. on animals (ave. value) 
Int. on feed 
Misc. cash costs 
Cash costs other than feed 




1. 8 ton 
2 aum 1 S 









5.6 cwt x 1.20 
$650. X .11 
$188.35 (.5 yr) x .11 
80 breedings 
$650. X .01 



















Total: Feed, cash, depr., death loss and labor 













Net cost/cow unit 
Calves weaned/cow 
Net cost/calf produced 
Net cost/calf sold 
.16 COW X 950# X $.50 
.04 hfr X 700# X .70 




































For each 100 cows: 16 replaced annually, 20 heifer calves retained, 4 cull 
heifers sold, 1 bull per 20 cows, 7.5 aum 1 S of winter 
forage/cow unit and 9.0 aum 1 S of summer forage, 650 lbs. 
of hay = 1 aum. 
ESTIMATED COSTS PER COW UNIT, BEEF COW HERD 
-FARMING AREA 1980 (INCLUDES REPLACEMENTS) 
Wintered on Corn Stalks and Alfalfa Hay 
Quantity Price 
Feed: 
Alfalfa hay (big bale) 
Stalk pasture 
Summer pasture 
Grain for heifer (1 hfr/5 cows) 
Salt & mineral 
1. 35 ton 
90 days 
9 aum•s 






Other cash costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Marketing 5.6 cwt x 1.20 
Cash costs on bldgs. & equip 
Int. on animals $650. X .11 
Int. on feed 173. ( ~ year) x 0.11 
Misc. cash costs 
Cash costs other than feed 
Depreciation, bull (1500 - 840) 
Death loss 
80 cows bred 
$650. x .01 
Labor 8 hrs. x $5. 00 
Total: Feed, cash, depr., death & labor 
Fixed costs bldg. & equip. 
Overhead 
Management 
Total: All costs 
Credits: 
cull cow 0.16 x 950 lbs. x $.50 
cull heifers 0.14 x 700 lbs. x .70 




Tota 1 credits 
Net cost/cow unit 
Calves Weaned/Cow 
Net cost/calf produced 











Net cost/cwt . 


















































For each 100 cows: 16 replaced annually, 20 heifer calves retained, 1 bull 
per 25 cows, 7.5 aum•s of forage for winter, 9.0 aum•s of 
forage for summer, 650 lbs. of hay = 1 aum. 
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ESTIMATED COSTS PER COW UNIT, BEEF COW HERD 
FARMING AREA 1980 (INCLUDES REPLACEMENTS) 
Wintered on Stalks , Stalklage, Supp., Corn : 















Protein 1.2 aum's x 90 days x 
Grain for heifer 
1. 25/ day x 
1. 6 bu. 
bu./cow Grain for cow .84 au x 6.4 
Summer grazing 
Salt & mineral 
Feed cost 







Vet. & medicine 








Cash costs bldg. & equip. 
Int. on ave. cow in herd 
Int . on feed cost 
$650. X 0.11 
173 . ( ~ yr) x .011 
Misc. cash costs 
Cash costs other than feed 
Depreciation (1500 - 840) ~ 80 cows bred 
Death loss 
Lnbor 
$650. X .01 




Total: Feed, cash, depr., death, l abo r 
Fixed cost, bldg. & equip. 
Overhead 
Management 





Tota 1 credits: 
Net cost/cow unit 
Calves weaned/cow 
Net cost per cal f produced 
Net cost per calf sold 
0.16 COW X 950 lbs. X $0.50 
0.04 COW X 700 l bs. X 0.70 















81.48 75 .22 
74 . 08 68.30 












$271 . 61 $257.32 
349.21 325.93 
of calf sold 
99.77 93 .12 
87.30 81.48 




For each 100 cows: 16 replaced ann ually, 20 heifer calves retained, 1 bull 
per 25 cows, 7.5 aum 's of forage for winter , 9 aum's of 
forage for summer, 650 lbs. of hay= 1 aum. 
ESTIMATED COSTS OF GROWING REPLACEMENT 
HEIFER FROM WEANING TO CALVING 
E-ll 
Costs Calved As 
2 Year Old 3 Year Old 
(17 mos) (29 mos) 
Quant itt Value Quant itt Value 
Feed: alfalfa hay @ $40 1. 75 ton $70.00 3 ton $120.00 
stalk pasture @ $.10/day ~ .15/day150 days 15.00 240 days 28.50 
grain @ $2 .50 8 bu 20.00 
summer pasture @ $10/aum 3.6 aum•s 36.00 9.1 aum•s 91.00 
salt & mineral 2.00 4.50 
Total feed $143.00 $244.00 
Cash costs other than feed: 
Vet. & medicine 3.00 3.50 
Cash costs bldg. & equip 5.00 7.50 
Interest on feed @ 11% (1yr) 15 .72 26.84 " 
Interest on ave. value animal (17 mos) 79.24 (29 mos) 127.60 
Misc. cash costs 4.00 5.75 
Cash costs other than feed $106 .96 $171.19 
Fixed costs : 
Bull charge 5.50 5.50 
Death loss 1.5% ave. value 6.80 7.20 
Fixed costs bldgs. & equip. 6.70 10.00 
Labor @ $5. 00/hr. 9.5 hrs. 47.50 14 hrs. 70.00 
Total fixed costs $66.50 $92.70 
Total except overhead & management $316.46 $507.89 
Overhead 1. 20 2.40 
Management 5.50 8.00 
' 
Total all costs $323.16 $518 .29 
Value of heifer at weaning 360.00 360.00 
Total $683.16 $878.29 
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Quantity Value Quantity 
Feed costs: 
alfalfa hay @ $40./ton 
Prairie hay @ $35./ton 
winter pasture, stalks 
protein @ 1.5 lb./day 
salt & mineral 
1.5 ton $60.00 
1. 5 ton 
90 days 18.00 90 days 
100 days 
3.75 
summer pasture @ $10./aum 
Total feed costs 
7.5 aum's 75.00 
Other cash costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Cash costs bldgs. & equip. 
Interest on animal ($1,000 ave. x 11%) 
Interest on feed @ 11% for ~ year 
Misc. cash costs 
Total cash costs 
Fixed costs: 
Death loss @ 0.5% ave value 
Depr. (1250 - 800 ~ 3 or 4 yrs) 
Labor @ $5.00/hr 
Fixed costs bldgs. & equip. 
10 hrs. 
Total fixed costs except overhead & management 
Overhead 
Management 
Total all costs 
Total cost/cow 









































ESTIMATED COSTS OF WINTERING STEER CALVES TO GAIN .5 LB/DAY 
RANCH AREA 
E-13 
Costs Prairie Hay Alfalfa and Stalks 
Feed: corn @ $2.50/bu 
hay @ $40. alf. $35. pra1r1e 
stalk pasture @ $.15/day · 
protein 
salt & mineral 
Feed costs 
Other cash costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Marketing 
Cash costs, bldgs. & equip. 
Interest on animal 200 day @ 11% 
Interest on feed @ 11% for ~ yr 
Misc. cash costs 
Total of other than feed cash costs 
Fixed costs: 
Death loss 1.5% x 400 lb. x $1.00 
Labor @ $5.00/hr 
Fixed costs on facilities 
Total growing costs except 
overhead and management 
Overhead 
Management 
Total growing cost 
Steer value (in @ $1.00/lb)~ 
Total all costs 
Feed cost/cwt gain 
Cost/cwt gain w/o overhead & mgt. 
Cost/cwt. gain, total costs 



























































1/A $10. per ton change in the prairie hay price, changes the feed cost by $10/cwt. 
-and total cost gain by $10.60. A $10 per ton change in alfalfa changes the 
feed cost by $7.50 and total cost by $7.95. 
2/A $1 per cwt. change in the fall steer calf price changes the break-even selling 
- price by about 86¢. The cost of gain is changed by about 30¢/cwt. by a $1/cwt. 
change in steer cost. 
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ESTIMATED COSTS FOR WINTERING STEER CALVES 
TO GAIN 1.0 LB./DAY, RANCH AREA 
Costs Prairie Hay Corn Silage 
Quantity Va 1 ue Quantity 
Feed: pra1r1e hay @ $35.1/ 
silage @ $22. as fe~ 
corn @ $2.50/bu. 
soybean meal @ $.10/lb. 
stalk pasture 
1.3 ton $45.50 
2.8 ton 
10.7 bu. 26.75 
200 lb 20.00 200 lb 
salt & mineral 
Feed cost 
Vet. & medicine 
Marketing 
Cash bldg. & equip. costs 
Interest on animals 11% 200 days 
Interest on feed 11% ~ yr. 
Misc. cash costs 
Cash cost other than feed 
Fixed costs: 
Death loss 1.5% x 400 lbs. x $1.00 
Fixed costs bldg. & improvements 
Labor @ $5.00 hr 2.6 hrs 
Total growing cost except 
overhead & management 
Overhead 
Management 
Total growing cost 
Steer calf value @ $1.00/lb1/ 
Tota 1 a 11 costs 
Feed cost/cwt. gain 
400 lbs 
Cost/cwt. gain except overhead & management 
Total cost/cwt. gain 


















































1/ A $10 change in hay price per ton changes the feed cost by $6.50/cwt, the 
- cost of gain by $6.86/cwt. and the break-even price/cwt, by $2.29/cwt. 
2/ A $1 change in silage cost changes the feed cost by $1.40/cwt., the total 
- cost of gain by $1.48 and the break-even price by $0.49. 
'}} A $1 change in the "in" steer calf price changes the cost of gain by about 
$.15/cwt. and the break-even price by about $.72. 
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ESTIMATED COSTS OF GROWING CALVES TO GAIN 250 LBS. 
IN 200 DAY WINTERING PERIOD, USING CORNSTALKS AND ALFALFA HAY 
GENERAL FARMING AREA 
Feed: alfalfa hay @$50 . (baled) 
corn stalk pasture 
corn @ $2.50 
salt & mineral 
Feed cost 
Other cash costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Marketing 
Cash cost bldgs. & equip. 
Interest on animals @ 11% 
Interest on feed @ 11% 
Miscellaneous 
Total cash cost 
Fixed costs: 
Death 1 oss 1. 5% 
Fixed cost facilities 
Labor @ $5.00 
Growing cost except overhead and management 
Overhead 
Management 
Total growing cost 
Steer cost @ $1/l b.l/ 
Tota 1 a 11 cost 
Feed cost per cwt. gain 
Growing cost per cwt. ga in except 
overhead and management 
Total cost per cwt. gain 





































1/A change of $1/cwt. in the steer calf costs, changes the cost per cwt. gain by 
-$.12 and break-even price by $.66 per cwt. 
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ESTIMATED COSTS OF WINTERING 500 LB. STEER CALF 
TO GAIN 1.0 POUND PER DAY 
USING DROUTH DAMAGED CORN AS SILAGE 
Feed: silage @ $15/Tl/ 
protein @ $.10/lb 
stalk pasture@ $.15/day 
salt & mineral 
Feed cost 
Other cash costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Marketing 
Miscellaneous cash costs 
Cash cost bldgs. & equip. 
Interest on animals @ 11% 
Interest on feed @ 11% 
Total other cash cost 
Cash costs plus feed costs 
Fixed costs: 
Death loss @ 1.5% 
Fixed cost on facilities 
Labor @ $5.00 
Overhead 
Management 
Total fixed costs 
Total growing costs 21 Steer calf @ $.90/1~ 
Total all costs 
Feed cost per cwt. of gain 
Feed cost plus cash cost per cwt gain 
Cost per cwt. of gain 
excluding overhead & management 







































1/ $15.00 silage price estimated as 1/3 stacked alfalfa hay price - alternative 
- sales price. 
2/ Each $1 difference in cost per cwt. will change costs of gain by about $.19 
- per cwt. and the break-even price by about $.77 per cwt. 
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tSTIMATED COSTS FOR WINTERING AND GRAZING STEER CALVES 
RANCH AREA 
Cost 
Feed: prairie Hay @ $3~ 




summer pasture @ $10/aum 
salt & mineral 
Feed costs 
Other cash costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Marketing @ 1¢/lb 
Misc. cash costs 
Cash costs, bldgs. & equip. 
Interest on animals @ 11% 
Interest on feed @ 11% 
Cash costs other than feed 
Fixed costs: 
Death loss 1.5% 
Fixed cost on facilities 
Labor @ $5.00 
Growing cost without overhead & mgt 
Overhead 
Management 
Total growing cost 
Steer cost@ $1 1~ 
Total all cost 
Feed cost per cwt. gain 
Cost per cwt. gain except 
overhead and management 
Cost per cwt gain, total cost 
Break-even 
Wintered to . Gain 
1 lb./day 0.5 lb./day 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 
1.3 ton $45.50 
10.7 bu 26.75 
200 lb 20.00 
2.6 aum•s 26.00 
1. 00 





320 days 38.58 




3.8 hrs 19.00 




.75 ton $30.00 
60 days 9.00 


























775 lbs. $80.22 685 lbs. $82.02 
1/ A $10/T change in hay price changes the break-even prices about $1.77 for the 
- 775 lb steer of $1.15 for the 685 lb steer. 
2/ A $1/cwt. price change per cwt., changes the break-even price by $0.57 for the 
- 775 lb steer and by $0.65 for the 685 lb steer. (cost plus interest and death 
1 ass). 
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ESTIMATED COSTS OF BUYING A 550 LB. CALF IN SPRI NG 
AND SELL ING OFF GRASS IN FALL, RANCH AREA 
Costs Quantity Price 
Feed: pasture1! 4 mos $10/steer/mo 
salt & mineral 
Feed cost 
Other cash costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Misc. cash costs 
Marketing 730 1 bs. .011/lb 
Cash costs of equip. 
Interest on animal 1/3 yr $467.50 0.11 
Interest on feed 1/3 yr 41.00 0.11 
Total other cash costs 
Death loss $467.50 , 01 
Labor 1.25 hrs $5 .00 
Growing costs without overhead & mgt 
Overhead 
Management 
Total growing cost 
Steer cos& 550 lbs. .85 
Total all costs 
Feed cost per cwt. gain1./ 
& mgt1./ Growing cost without overhei1 
Total growing cost per cwt.-
























1J A change of $1/mo/steer in pasture rates changes the feed cost by $2.22 cwt. 
gain, the growing costs by $2.35 and the break-even price by $0.57. 
2/ A $1/cwt. change in the steer cost changes the growing costs by $0.26/cwt. and 
- the break-even by $0.79 per cwt. 
f 
ESTIMATED COSTS OF BUYING A 550 LB. CALF IN SPRING 
AND SELLING OFF GRASS IN FALL, FARM AREA 
Costs Quantity Price 
Feed: pasturelf 4 mos. $9/steer/mo 
salt & mi neral 
Feed cost 
Ot her cas h cost : 
Vet. & medicine 
Misc. cas h costs 
Market ing 730 lbs. .01/lb 
Ca sh equip costs 
Interest on animal 1/3 yr $467.50 .11 
Interest on feed 1/3 yr 37.00 .11 
Cash cost other than feed 
Death loss $467.50 .01 
Labor 1. 5 hrs 5.00 
Growing cost without overhead & mgt 
Overhead 
t~anagement 
Total growing cost 
Steer costY 550 l b .85 
Total all costs 
Feed cost per cwt. gain1/ 
& mgt1l Growing cost per cwt. except overhead 
Total growing costs per cwt .1/ 

























1J A change of $1/mo/steer i n past ure rates, changes t he fee d cost/cwt. gain 
by $2.22, the growing costs by $2. 31/ cwt and the brea k-even price by $0.57. 
2/ A $1/cwt. change in the steer cost, changes t he growi ng costs by $0.26/cwt. 
- and the break-even price by $0 . 79/cwt. 
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ESTIMATED COSTS OF 
FEEDING OUT 400 LB. STEER CALF AND A 650 LB. YEARLING ON SILAGE 
Feed: Silage @ $22/ton 
Protein@ $.10 /lb. 
Salt & mineral 
Total Feed Cost 
Other Cash Costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Marketing 
Misc. cash costs 
Cash costs on bldg. & equip 
Interest on animals @ 11%* 
Interest on feed & op. exp.@11% 
Total Other Cash Costs 
Total Feed and Other Cash Costs 
Death loss 
Fixed costs on facilities** 
Labor @ $5/hr. 
























Cost of Gain Except Overh. & Mgt. $364.90 
Overhead 3.15 
Management 10.00 
Total Cost of Gain $378.05 
Steer Cost (laid in)*** @ $1/lb. 400.00 
Total Cost of Market Wt. Steer 1,050 lb. $778.05 
Feed Cost/Cwt. Gain 6.5 cwt. $34.69 
Cost/Cwt. Gain w/o Overh. & Mgt. 6.5 cwt. 56.14 
Total Cost/Cwt. Gain 6.5 cwt. 58.16 
Break-even Selling Price/Cwt. 10.5 cwt. 74.10 







































* Each 1% change in the interest rate changes the break-even selling price 
$.50/cwt. (calf) and $.36/cwt. (yearling). 
** Based on an investment of $118 per head capacity in lots and equipment. 
*** Each $1/cwt. change in the purchase price of the feeder steer changes the 
following: Total Cost, $4.52 (calf), $6.99 (yearling); Cost of Gain $.08/cwt. 
(calf), $.12/cwt (yearling); and the Break-even Selling Price $.43/cwt. 




ESTIMATED COSTS OF FEEDING 
500 POUND STEER CALF ON HIGH CONCENTRATE RATION 
Corn, 70 bu. 
Hay, .45 ton @ $50 
Protein, 210 lb. @ $.10 






















Total Feed Cost $184.50 $202.00 $219.50 $237.00 
Other Cash Costs: 
Vet. & medicine 
Marketing 
Misc. cash costs 
Cash costs on bldg. & equip. 
Interest on animals, 230 days, @ 11%* 
Interest on feed & op. exp. @ 11% 
Total Other Cash Costs 
Total Feed & Other Cash Costs 
Death loss, 2% 
Fixed costs on facilities** 
Labor, 3 hr. @ $5.00 
Cost of Gain Except Overh. & Mgt. 
Overhead 
Management 
Total Cost of Gain 
Steer Cost, 500 lb. @ $.97 (laid in)*** 
Total Cost of 1100 lb. Steer 
Feed Cost/Cwt. Gain (6 cwt.) 
Cost/Cwt. Gain w/o Overhead & Management 
Total Cost/Cwt. Gain 





















































































* Each 1% change in the interest rate changes the break-even selling price 
$.35/cwt., at a corn price of $2.50/bu. 
** Based on an investment of $118 per head capacity in lots and equipment. 
*** Each $1/cwt. change in the purchase price of the feeder steer changes the 
following: Total Cost, $5.45; Cost of Gain, $.08/cwt.; and the Break-even 




ESTIMATED COST OF FEEDING 700 LB. 
YEARLING STEER ON HIGH CONCENTRATE RATION 
Corn , 53 bu. 
Hay, 0 . 22 ton @ $50 
Protein, 155 lb. @ $.10 
Salt & mineral 
With Corn At: 


















Total Feed cost $133.50 $146.75 $1 60.00 $173 . 25 
Other Cash Costs: 
Vet . & medicine 
Marketing 
Misc. cash costs 
Cash costs on bldg. & equipment 
Interest on animals 140 days @ 11%* 
Interest on feed & op. exp. @ 11% 
Total Other Cash Costs 
Total Feed and Other Cash Costs 
Death loss, 1% 
Fixed costs on facilities** 
Labor 2~ hr . @ $5.00 
Cost of Gain Except Overhead & Mgt. 
Overhead 
Management 
Total Cost of Ga in 
Steer Cost 700 lb. @ $. 85 (laid in)*** 
Total Cost of 1100 lb . Steer 
Feed Cost / Cwt. Gain (4 cwt.) 
Cost/Cwt . Gain w/o Overhead & Management 
Total Cost/Cwt . Gain 








$192 . 10 
5.95 

































3 . 20 
12.65 
4 . 30 
10.45 






































* Each 1% change in the interest rate changes the break-even selling price 
$.24/cwt., at a corn price of $2 .50/bu. 
** Based on an investment of $118 per head capacity in lots and equipment. 
*** Each $1/ cwt. change in the purchase price of the feeder steer changes the 
following: Total Cost, $7.36; Cost of Gain, $.09/cwt.; and the Break-even 
Selling Price, $.67/cwt. 
, 
APPENDIX I 
ESTIMATED IRRIGATION COSTS, 1980 
Irrigat ion costs were estimated with the aid of the AGNET "Pump" computer 
program. Energy prices used in the cost computations are those which were 
expected to occur in 1980. Irrigation equipment, well drilling, and land 
shaping costs which we r e collected by a telephone survey of selected dealers in 
September, 1979, were used. 
Cos ts were calculated for four well depths for a gravity system which has 
an ou tpu t of 1,000 gpm and irrigates 100 acres. Costs of both high pressure 
(7 5 psi) and low pressure (40 psi) center pivot systems with outputs of 800 gpm 
and coverages of 130 acres were also calculated for four well depths. The 
investments requi red for three example systems are shmvn below. 
Well (250') 
Reservoir (sump pit) 
Pump 
Power Unit 
Gearhead & Spicer Shaft 
Fuel Tank, 200 gal 
Pipe and Fitt ings 
Sprinkler System 






1,000 gpm, 100 ac 
150' hd , diesel 
$7,150 










Center Pivot System 












Center Pivot System 
800 gpm, 130 ac 










Fixed irrigation costs (depreciation, interest on the investment, and 
insurance) were calculated from the investment costs using the following factors. 
Depreciation ra tes: 
Wells 4% (25 yr life) 
Reservoirs 4% (25 yr life) 
Pumps 5.56% (18 yr life) 
Power Units 
Nat. Gas or Propane 11. 1% (9 yr life) 
Diesel 6.67% (15 yr life) 
Electric 5% (20 yr life) 
Gearhead 5.56% (18 yr life) 
Fuel Tanks & Lines 5% (20 yr life) 
Pipe 6.67% (15 yr life) 
Sprinkl er System 6.67% (15 yr life) 
Reuse System 4% (25 yr life) 
Interest was figured at 5.5% of original investment on all items except 
leveling. (This is equivalent to 11 . 0% on the average undepreciated balance). 
Interest and taxes on the investment in leveling were figured at 7.5%. 
Variable irrigation costs (energy, lubrication, repairs, and service labor) 
were calculated using engineering formulas and anticipated 1980 energy prices. 
Power units were assumed to be operating at 85% of the Nebraska performance 
standards. Labor for operating irrigation systems was not included here. It 
is shown as a separate item in each of the individual crop budgets. Energy 





6.5¢ per kwh 
$1.80 per 1,000 cu. ft. 
45¢ per gallon 
95¢ per gallon 
The resulting fixed and variable irrigation costs are presented on a per-
acre basis in the tables below. The variable costs shown are for 12 inches of 
water pumped (10.2 net inches with center pivot, 8.4 net inches with gated 
pipe system with re-use). If more or less water is needed, the variable costs 
can be changed proportionately. The fixed costs per acre will not be affected 
by the annual volume pumped. 
Gravity Irrigation (gated pipe with reuse system, 1,000 gpm, 10 psi, 
based on 100 acres) 
Head (ft.)* 75 150 225 300 
Lift (ft.) 52 127 202 277 
Fixed costs**(per acre): 
Electric $48.84 $53.73 $60.22 $65.93 
Na tural gas 50.82 55.71 67.26 
Propane 51.20 56.09 67.65 
Diesel 55.40 60.83 68.04 73.77 
Variable costs**(per acre foot): 
Electric $12.65 $21. 70 $30.76 $39.81 
Natural gas 8.12 12.27 16.81 
Propane 13.47 22.43 31.38 
Diesel 15.61 27.37 39 0 13 50.89 
High Pressure Center Pivot Irrigation (800 gEm 2 75 Esi 2 based on 130 acres) 
Head (ft.)* 250 325 400 475 
Lift (ft.) 77 152 227 302 
Fixed costs**(per acre): 
Electric $50 0 15 $53.38 $58.62 $63.17 
Natural gas 52.06 59.99 
Propane 51.81 59.75 
Diesel 56.25 60 0 13 64.57 71.89 
Variable costs*** (per acre foot): 
Electric ·$39.27 $48.26 $57.26 $66.25 
Natural gas 23.33 27.59 
Propane 39.63 48.30 
Diesel 47.99 59.40 70.82 82.23 
0 
Low Pressure Center Pivot Irrigation (800 gpm, 45 psi, based on 130 acres) 
Head (ft)* 180 250 330 400 
Lift (ft.) 77 152 227 302 
Fixed costs**(per acre): 
Electric $49.27 $55.21 $57.26 $61.85 
Natural gas 50.89 58.06 
Propane 50.65 57.83 
Diesel 55.11 59.08 63.81 70.38 
Variable costs***(per acre foot): 
Electric $30.96 $39.95 $48.95 $57.94 
Natural gas 19.57 23.64 
Propane 31.61 40.29 
Diesel 37.44 48.86 60.27 71.68 
* Head= (ft. of vertical lift) + (2.31 x psi at discharge). 
** Fixed costs include depreciation, interest on the investment and insurance. 
*** Variable costs shown here include: energy, lubrication, repairs, and 
service labor. The cost of labor for irrigating is not included. 
I 
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